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“The annual meeting of the Savings
Bank Association of Maine was held
in Portland Feb. 23. The officers
elected for the ensuing year were:
President, Edward A. Noyes; vice
president, Frederic C. Cushing; treas
urer, A. A. Montgomery; secretary,
W. G. Boothby; executive council,
Edwin Stone, John A. Morrill, Will
iam D. Sewall, Norman L. Bassett,
Charles H. Bartlett.
The following tribute and resolu
tion of sympathy upon the death of
William G. Ellis, former Deputy
Bank Commissioner, was presented
and adopted:
William G. Ellis:
A Tribute and a Resolution of Sym
pathy.
. Since the last meeting of this As
sociation, William G. Ellis, for 19
years clerk, assistant examiner and
deputy commissioner in the office
ot the State Banking Department,
has been claimed by death. Devot
ing himself continuously to the in
terests of the banking institutions
o! the State during more than onethird of his entire life, he knew
their aspirations, their wants and
their otficers, their employes, their
strength and their weaknesses, their
secrets as no other one man in the
State ever knew them.
He was
jealous for their good fame and un
tiring in his efforts to promote their
usefulness.
He died as he lived—
in the harness.
His sudden illness
and death was an unspeakable shock.
That he should be t^ken away from
his work was most remote from
the thoughts of all of us, so inti
mately and completely had he be
come a part of the banking system
of the State.
Other officials might
come and go, but it did not occur
to any one that Ellis would leave
the department.
It is not given man to remain here
long.
When we count the ages
that are past and contemplate the
evidence of ages that are to follow,
we realize that the span of human
lif is at best comparatively short.
A few years more or less count
but little in the aggregate of time,
so be it the individual has done
well the work that falls to him to
do, and it is fruitless to mourn their

loss.
Rather should we turn to
what the individual has accomplished
as one of the human race while awaiting the call to another sphere.
Grievous as is the parting
with
those we love, it is infinitely better
than never to have had their affec
tion, and their memory is a solace
that those who have not experienc
ed it can little appreciate.

WITH THE
WINTER BIRDS
What Lewiston and Auburn People
May See Right at Home—How
to Distinguish the Birds.

And so when we look back upon
the life of one whose work brought
Many people here in th© cities of
him into the closest touch with us,
Lewiston and Auburn are bird en
whose constant activity marked him
thusiasts, and even in the
winter
as one who never shirked a duty,
they do not lose their interest. To
whose big heart and cheerful spirit
some it is a surprise to find
how
made him always a welcome visitor
many-birds can be seen right here
and a helpful companion in life’s
in the trees on the city streets.
way, whose loyalty to his associates
Still others come within a mile or
and to the institutions with which
i two of the city, and can easily be
he came in official contact
never
! seen by people who go for winter
wavered, chastened though we may
i walks in the fields and woods. Wish
be by his sudden going away, we
ing to know for my own benefit just
may cherish with leasure and prof
what birds to look for here, and al
it the memory of his active, pains
so thinking that others might be in
taking life.
And so intimate was
terested to have a definite list suit
his association with the savings
able for Lewiston and Auburn I
banks of the State that we shall
went to see Prof. J. Y. Stanton, who
often see in the mind’s eye
Will
is considered the best authority in
Ellis still consulting with us and
this state on birds, and the substance
watching over us, as we see in the
of what follows, although I make no
twilight the familiar gaze of a near
pretense of quoting, was learned
and dear one who has gone before
from him, from other bird lovers and
and left with us only a hallowed
Ifrom my own observations.
memory.
Prof. Stanton says that about fifty
The State Association of Main© birds winter in Massachusetts, but
Savings Banks therefore Resolves:
here in the vicinity of Lewiston, the
That this Association reveres the largest number he has ever heard
memory of William G. Ellis as that reported, is thirty.
The Bates col
of one who faithfully performed his lege freshmen, the men, will see
tasks while among us and went to anywhere from twenty to thirty and
meet his Creator with full right to the young women from ten to eight
the consciouness of a life well spent, een.
cut shorter than we in our human
The birds which live on seeds can
wisdom would have had it, but spend the winters here. The chick
complete if a life devoted to the adee is perhaps the most common of
service of his fellow-men, prolonged the winter birds, with the exception
until they shall have reaped a rich of the English sparrows, which are
reward and been inspired by a noble so plentiful here all the year around.
example may be said to have been This has been a hard winter for the
complete:
sparrows, and Prof. Stanton says
That we sympathize wit^i those to that he can see that they have rap
whom he was bound by ties closer idly thinned, out within the past
The chickadee can be seen
even than those that bind man to month.
the mass of his fellowmen, and as almost anywhere in the woods out
It rarely comes near
sure them that a life such a« his side the city.
This little bird has many
is a precious thing to treasure
in houses.
interesting habits some of which
the memory:
were told by Prof. Stanton when he
That these resolutions be spread
spoke a few weeks ago before the
upon the records of this association,
Sorosis Club, and which were noted
and a copy of them sent to his
in The Sun at that time.
family, and that they be given to
The Hudsonian chickadee comes
the press as a public recognition of
here occasionally, but so far as is
his faithful service.
known has not been seen here this
winter.
The golden crowned kinglet is
seen here, usually with a flock of
chickadees.
This little bird is
only about four inches long, is a
grayish color, with an orange and
Mountain View, Maine
yellow crown bordered with black.
|
Por further particulars write or address
The ruby crowned kinglet will
be
here in about two weeks.
|
L. E. BOW LEY,
The evening grosbeak is a new
| Mountain View,
*
•
Maine.
comer here.
Last winter he was
seen once or twice, and this winter
he has been seen several times. He
has been over on Whitney
street,
G R A N T ’ S C A M P S ,
H E N N E B A G O , M A I N E
|
Auburn, near C. A. Litchfield's
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
house, and he has been seen several
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. Log cabins with
times on Main street and
Davis
bath. Write for information, train service etc.
ED GRANT & SON CO.
street.
Several people have been
fortunate enough to see him. This
bird is about eight inches long, has
considerable yellow on his body, and
The most wonderful hunting in Maine is on the
has a large bill.
Only a few times
B L A K E S L E E PR ESE R V E OF 30,000 ACRES.
previously has this bird been seen
We guarantee you a shot at a deer. Birds are more numerous than
in Maine by naturalists.
ever befor*. If you want real hunting, write
The pine grosbeak comes here and
JOE W HITE, Eustis, Maine, for booklet and particulars.
is about the size of the evening
Skinner. Maine after October 1.
grosbeak, and the distinct color is
rosy red.
He feeds on buds and
apple seeds.
If apples are left on
the trees, the grpsbeak is sure to
find them and extract the seeds.
The purple finch is a smaller bird,
Do you know that the RANGELEY LAKES AND DEAD
a dull rosy red in color. The finch
RIVER REGION situated on a high tableland in northern MAINE,
is sometimes seen here, but is rare.
is an ideal country in the SUMMER SEASON, being about 2,000
The American crossbill and the
feet above the sea level with magnificent mountain scenery, white-winged crossbills come here
spring water, pure air, and the best o f accommodations, from a and are often seen. They are about
palatial, fashionable hotel to the modest but clean and comfortable the size of English sparrows, and
they are found in the woods. They
log cabin.

i

Mountain View House

Where Are You Planning to Spend
Your Vacation the Coming Season?

The SANDY RIVER £ RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
publishes a booklet descriptive of this territory, which contains a
neat little map of this whole region. It is yours for the asking.
Address

F. N. BEALL, G. P. H.,

Phillips, Maine.

BUTTERFLIES
and moths wanted for colleges Higrhest prices paid. Outdoor
summer work. Get complete book o f instructions and details.
Send 2c stamp. JAMES SINCLAIR, Entomologist. Dept. 9.
Los Angeles Cal.

feed on the seeds of the pine Cones,
having crooked beaks for the pur
pose of extracting these seeds from
the cones.
The redpolls are also common
birds.
They frequent birch trees
and feed on the tassels. The red
poll is about the size of a warbler,
and there are black stripes through
gray all over his body.
The head
and shoulders of the mature
male
are suffused with red. Occasionally
an American goldfinch is seen in
the winter.
In the cold
weather
this bird does not wear his yellow,
his sunshine coat, but dons a quiet
brown dress.
The pine siskin is something like
the winter goldfinch and the two
are often confused, as their size and
habits are much the same.
Both
the goldfinch and the pine siskin
frequent the birches with the red
polls.
The bird which used to be called
the snow bunting is now known as
the snowflake.
These birds are
frequently seen in large flocks and
their favorite place is in an open
field where the weeds are sticking
up through the sno w.
The snow
flakes eat the seeds and so are
valuable in preventing the spread
of weeds through the fields.
The
snowflakes are not very common in
this vicinity, but this winter
a
large flock was seen for many days
in succession on upper College street,
near C. M. Lord’s.
Those who saw
the flock, feel sure that a Lapland
longspur was among the snowflakes,
and while Prof. Stanton did not see
it, he thinks from the
description
that there is little doubt but the
strange bird was a longspur. Snow
flakes have been seen this winter
in adjoining towns.
The slate-colored junco is a com
mon winter bird, feeding in flocks,
coming near houses if crumbs
or
grain are thrown out.
The junco
is about the size of an English spar
row, with a slate colored back, head
and throat, white underneath. The
bill is large and a pinkish white.
The outer tail feathers are white.
These birds like to be in pine groves
and near the edge of woods.
The tree sparrow is a
common
winter sparrow.
In the winter he
doesn’t sing, but he begins to sing
very early in the spring.
He is
about the size of an English spar
row and has a solid brown cap like
the chipping sparrow. He has white
wing bars, and a plain light
gray
breast with the exception of a small
dark spot low down on the breast.
He has a clear shrill note for his
song.
The robin is occasionally
seen
here in the winter.
A. T. Neal saw
one near the C. M. G. hospital not
long ago.
One was reported
to
have been seen on upper
Main
street a few weeks ago.
The white-breasted nuthatch and
the red-breasted nuthatch are both
winter residents here, and they are
neighborly, for they will come up
near any house, if only a little suet
is put out for them.
The
whitebreasted one Is the larger of the
two, and because of this the two
may readily be distinguished.
The
large one Is about four and one-half
inches.
The brown creeper is here and he
may be seen often In the woods just
outside the city.
He Is about five
and one-half Inches long, and as his
name Indicates Is brown.
He is
streaked with a darker shade and
the rump is a rusty brown.
The winter wren is found here
occasionally, but Is rare. This bird
Is about four inches long. Above he
is bright, cinnamon brown, below
paler, and his sides and wings are
heavily barred with black.
The northern shrike is fairly com
mon about the city streets.
This
bird is about the size of a robin.
He is a grey and white bird, and is
very cruel.
He comes here for
the English sparrow which he de
lights to kill.
Before there were
so many of these sparrows In the
city, the shrike was almost un
known here.
(Continued on page four.)

RANGELEY TAVERN
OPEN TO PUBLIC
Next Monday, March 2, the Rangeley Tavern which has been closed
for several months will again open
its doors, much to the pleasure and
convenience of the public.
Mr. N. H. Ellis who has bought
the place will need no introduction
as he has lived within a short dis
tance of the village for some years
and for several years has had sum
mer guests at the pleasant
farm
overlooking the lake and which has
been called Lake View House,
a
most appropriate name for this at
tractive spot.
Everyone knows who has ever been
to Rangeley that the Tavern is one
of the modem up-to-date hotels, with
nice airy rooms, baths, steam heat,
etc.
Mr. Ellis’ son will be connected
with him in the business and with
Mrs. Ellis who is in every way
capable of much assistance, it is
hoped and predicted by their friends
that this will be a very successful
venture for them.
We understand
that Mr. Ellis will still continue to
run the farm which is the largest
in this section anywhere.
WANT

M A IN E

TO M A K E
ITS.

E X H IB 

It is believed that one of the first
measures to be introduced at the
next session of the legislature will
be a resolve appropriating a sum of
money for a state of Maine exhibit
at the Panama-Pacific Exposition,
which will be held at San Francisco,
from February to December of next
year.
Five commissioners, Edward
P. Ricker of Poland Spring, Harold
M. Sewall of Bath, Horatio G. Foss
of Auburn, Gordon Dobson of Pitts
field and Maj. Edward E. Philbrook
of Portland, have already been ap
pointed from this state and a meet
ing will be held with Thomas
E.
Moore, one of the commissioner gen
erals of the exposition, to arrange
plans for an exhibit as soon as the
health of Mr. Ricker will permit
It is planned by those who are in
terested in the coming exposition if
the legislature passes a resolve ap
propriating money for an exhibit to
have the emergency clause attached
to the measure so that the resolve
will become a law when the gover
nor affixes his signature to it. Other
wise, under the referendum law, the
money for this purpose would not be
available until 90 days after tlie ad
journment of the legislature.
Three good-sized expositions have
been held in recent years, the Louisi
ana Purchase Exposition at
St.
Louis, the Oregon Exposition and the
one at New Orleans, although Maine
had no representation at the two
latter affairs.
The Louisiana Pur
chase Exposition was held in 1904
and those acquainted with state af
fairs will doubtless remember bow
the appropriation of $40,000
was
made.
The regular session of 1903
adjourned without making an ap
propriation for a state of Maine rep
resentation at the exposition,
but
the adjourned session, which was
held in the following September for
the purpose of passing on the revis
ion of the statutes, as was the cus
tom every 20 years, voted an appro
priation, at the urgent request of
Hon. John F. Hill of Augusta, who
was governor at the time, mostly
because of the fact, it was said, be
cause Mrs. Hill was a former resi
dent of St. Louis.
The present commission includes
representatives of
large industries
in the state, Mr. Ricker of Poland
Spring representing the hotel men;
Mr. Sewall of Bath, the shipping In
terests; Mr. Foss of Auburn,
the
shoe industry; Mr. Dobson of Pittsfield, the woolen goods trade and
Maj. Philbrook of Portland, the ag
ricultural department.
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me, as when, on sultry nights,
a ed about the camp throughout the
storm is brewing.
The distant, night, frequently assaulting the hut
omnious rumbling of the
thunder, with scratches and howls,
heralding an inevitable tempest, with
By daylight they were gone and by
One million rainbow trout fry will;
its
accompaniment
of
vivid
lightennoontime
the woodsman mustered up
i broken—some faithfulness o f superior
II
be planted in the Spokane rfver this |
ing,
does
not
alarm
me.
Rather
there
sufficient
courage to leave his shelity, that breathes some pure thought,
arises in me some wild desire
to j er and resume his Journey. Within
spring by the Spokane county fish !
seized out of a celestial world!
By Robert Page Lincoln
and game commission, which
also)
_
w from our __
Night,
shutting
sight that know the strength of it, the total- 400 yards of the camp he found th®
will stock the region with
upland
The wings of night, truly—spread which has been so familiar to us in] n,ess> of lt; t0 be outj under
tlie remains of two deer which had evigame birds.
A. J. Buzard, a mem- over a sleeping world—a
summer! the revealing sunlight hours,
l e n d s | ^ f 1Df;
heavens,^ as one, dently been killed by the midnight
Their power, s o 'with tbe univ*erseThis dightin- marauders.
Little was
left save
ber of the commission, says rain- dusk, and the still hours before mid _ rest to the eyes.
bow trout thrive in the Spokane bet- j light.
t
How very fulfilling T l l i m i n - very much in demand, as one of th e !ess“ the rolIing clcuds’ the claBhing bones.
of
'! foremost senses, more in day th a n 'tlmnder- the dominating flash
ter than in any other stream in the I ,
Nadeau finally reached Greenville,
|attng from our system those exact■
'
;
..'.f o r k e d electricity, the sweeping bat- ..
"
. .
northwest, adding, “ there are tljous-j lng tribulatlons that prey upon us by night, now tall back upon the)
. ...
. .7 ..
where a telephone message
irom
^ hcns ()1 the wind-king,
SlgmfyHow
the Coaticoolc told him that Mrs. Nadeau
ands of fine fishing noles and edcl es j Having known the miseries of inso-i sense of hearing, depending
- -greatly
- ; iilimitablenessof all Nature
in the river which will be so thorv
upon that intense factor, by the per- Jdimitablene. s- of all Natuie.
w, had been taken to a Sherbrooke hos
'mnia, and part of that Hell known /
.......................! many can truly appreciate a felling
ouglily monied that this river will M n8uraJ , enia_ , c!m (lrmly 3ay tlm
adjustment of which we
may
pital, and he left for there on th®
afford the finest fishing in tlita ( llaye ,ost
, W)w „ lusl0M w ! wander, at eight, more than ever a- |tornado; a tree up-rooting cyclone; midnight train.
t
a destructive hurricane? Few; for
section.”
|
,rnc+
tl lert» tlie mind clearer than ever, the;
in its campaign on behaif of hunt-1
H e o f
are born
body listening, and commuhicao| ^ ^ re s e r v a tio n ,
guarding of Me]
ers the commission has established
-d
com- * * the te.Male things heard, to
T h e , nas impregnated the
consciousness( v u i n i b L A V l i L L - u J
game farm in Spokane, with 1,000i ,,eliln„ meutaI VJ M [orever ,.av. directing, transparent mind,
r J -jng an
g, inexhaustible
11
' 1 of energy, slightest sound h
.. \ some story
c+n™ with some sense of close-lying dread,
has
Hungarian pheasants as a start. -To
store
provide big game the commission has
bra}n cells ever working, night These vibrations, escaping us by day, h e r e b y man hurries to shelter and!
,
, . ,
1
-rxT ’ endeavors to the full of his power to
had Mount Spokane, the
highest; and day
Such know comfort, not at-e tlimly srasped by night.
We
i shield his loved ones from the relentcaution—with 'less
East Sumner, Feb. 21, 9114.
mountain in eastern Washington, set! }n tbe endeavor to sleep, hut
iu move with light-footed
tide of disaster
And vet how
aside as a game preserve. By pro-1 striding the wide roads in that quest shrewd conjecture, and that pains-;
j t j lts beauty is such a giJ To tlie Editor of Maine Woods:
hibiting shooting the deer there will that has no end.
Sometimes, wan-1taking looking-forward to things that
P ,te7
1 It is an undeniable fact that no
Nature.
multiply rapidly, and a herd of eHsj,lerir,g abTma of a summeJ. evening,j “tan» “ UBOn tlie mlnd- through the
0l. Katherine'locaUty ° n the American continent
is to be added this spring.
The;
am given various treats that re- s™ r« 3 ° f
« '» * " 4”
°f
com Sg “ riL and est“ i .“ iliiui
«<*■>
r“ di..—
old
“ its
.. flip,
h um an intpltaVonruP “ l c ® 101 tlie C mg tl ai, a Cl te
... *for
1+1.
------mountain’s summit is being conquer-: main. monumental in my mind. It
the dominating
dominating human
intelMgence.,
m T ' J sibilities
health,
pleasure
and
ed by an automobile road, now near- : was ollce the voice of that rare tir d -j Nlght sete before us £or
especial 1
,
window with -mind
1^/1 ! recreation.
The “ goods are here”
The last bird l \Consideration that rule of self-preser- &3de the open wlndoW» Wltl1
and all that is needed is to call th®
ly completed.
Quail, blue grouse j £be whippoorwill.
never so keen, never so appreciative.
and ruffled grouse are plentiful on
our
heard was in my old haunts,
two|
d ^ d ^ V a v f b y ' ^ “ and I hreaUil'cssn^s Is" ahroad'over the, attentio“ of those outside 01
the mountain’s slopes.
years a.go, and it has been the last P nt
di adby da>’ a 1
T
+
m
o
coouo
wnpthv
pf
^
l
10^
^
a
i
i
i
,
to
their
excellence
and
It is a scene worthy of aj
!:yet in the quiet wilderness of night, j world- A----------_ / .
. .. ' . . . . Ipermance. There are various way®
The commission contemplates es one, only one, my recollection
can
enveloped and forebodanee an Gustav more,
'
...
Dore, or uante
Dante in tne
the neignijheight *
tablishing a 4,000-acre game preserve firmly grasp.
I remember the night =
s u d H k t L w ^ e T sDirit'“ £ hl» tuUUeot; a funereal shroud of advert,sing our great fac,ht.es to
in the southwestern part of Spokane well.
I was straying down a Path, .
*•
d 3 > l"0
,spl™! ibove, the earth hushed, and w a it antertarn and please visitors to the
county, surrounding Williams lake.
— - - ' - dows gathered heavy
p to to hat s 11
r
thmte-h it were cowerine be-!
The skies were perfect-'taIned SBIrIt ail humankind, coming ■” *.
™ 0rc J
|coming gathering of loyal
friends
The farmers in the district have around me.
reouested the game and fish com mis-l'y clear, and starry, with the moon up fr0^ the buried centuries of a n - , 0 « tllose “
* ‘
who believe in Maine, soon to occur
siou to close the land for a period high, sending its rays into the very *-sto.s, away hack in the tree days,
loom .s,
Augusta, various methods of ad
of 10 years and each farmer will b e ‘ inidst of tlle woodland.
Suddenly, u d taAe days» 'n nen tlle beings we Jltak!3, tlu^ ja mmess, mge wi l iVert|sin our attractive features will
apnointeTa deputy game ^ r d e n to'rose upon the stillnesli of the night
IlTad »“ «> « «» « U' e
01 ‘^ g U m e ; ft has tor,
discussed.
Newsappomted
deputy game warden to,
„ oice s -th e whip- Ranches, and in the side of the the mind, and body, a constant, and
^
ls
of the mMl
protect the game in the preserve.
To fall from a tree to the remembered, charm. A slight wind;
rocks.
potent and successful ways to call
The commission lias apportioned its* poorndlk
^ ^aasprayer
*ike a of
cal*expres-|
out
eternity; like
0arth’ below’ meallt sacrifice to wild a drop, of rain spattering upon the attention to anything desirable to
brutes, and therefore, in the name upturned face.
The ins
work so that A. F. Weiseman bas ^ Z g V m e ^ e a m Tpoken ” alOud” in lbrutes’
instinctive rusplace in the market, and we firmly
icharge of small game, A. G. Gray of j
,
.
,
|of self-preservation, was horn that tie of the tree-leaves.
The solembelieve that a liberal appropriation b
big game and A. J. Buzard of fishing.)
infinite and yet earth- se]use o£ £iue wakefulness, keenness nity of the ensuing stillness. Liglitour next state legislature for this
The Missoula (Mont.) Missourian) __somethin~ mysterious
and yet' of thought, and behind it all that ening portraying the inky blackness
recently published the following i t e m __ .,
______________t.m._
*__! lingering dread.
i of the heaven’s tumult.
A distant purpose would be an investment that
. i easily grasped—something like an
. . .
would pay richly.
Our resources
displaying the “ sportsmanship”
01 open well we look into, seeing ourIt is in moonlit and starlit nights, roar gaining in volume, and sudden- for the entertainment and pleasure
various persons:
selves pictured below in the unstir-1 that the lure of the Open Road
is ly Uie storm< in ail lts fury* is upon of guests is unlimited and could our
James Conlon, deputy clerk of the ring water.
The tone was that of strongest in anyone, given to temp-'us.
Who shall then stand under
realize this fact
court, is beyond a doubt, the laziest enrapture.
It was more
mellow,' tations tor wauderiug pleasure. The the heavens iu worship? Only^they, ^
^
.(
^ ^ 8tate_
fisherman in western Montana. Ang than mellow, and softer, and deeper, Open Road always extends before us, wllo have learned to Ioa e Nature,
would aot wlselv and fayo,r a
ling in this western country suppos- and more religious than the voice of m welcome, whether we are plunged free-hearted!y and abundantly;
most liberal policy tending to “ boom
ediy demands a deal of energy in its ^be berm^ thrush, to say
which1in sentimentality, or in the sense of fearless, then, as in a mild-temperMaine” . , Our western states
ar*
lovers.
The Isaac Walton of the| may
be asacriiege.
Instantly, a
the practical.
Its exhilarations are
e<l Juneday,when the bees
are
alive to booming their possessions,
east, who is accustomed to sleeping Iongjng rcse jn my being; Find
him-J never so identified as when
the
humming, andthe flowers are swayand they sometimes draw a little
under a tree while waiting for some fjnd
bim;
|gloom settles down; when the moon ing. We must gather greatness in
j^a_i on their imagination to the detriment
unwary fish to take the bait left at; Like Qne _n & dream> j again beard is riding the heavens, in the offing, many and various channels,
•glof some who hastily grasp the flathis doorstep is out o fhis en v iron m en t^ ^ yoice> calling; calling, calling, ;Wd the stars look down from
every ture’s immeasurable beneficence
when put up against mountain fish- j eacb note becoming softer, deeper,! nook and corner of the firmament, widely scattered.
Her smaller |
g
P
n
But here in our beloved state it
ing.
That is, we all thought he waS ; and more bumaniy transparent, until How. then, all the spirit and wander- structures are also the greater.
In
is only necessary to state real facts
out of his environment until Jim Can- each seemed to melt into the moonLIuBT> of youth win come uP°n one- darkness and in daylight, are conto attract attention to our
lovely
Ion came to the front with a practi above.
I stole along softly and
How, then, one is content
to silent-stantly enacted the trials and tribu
scenery, good healthful air and
cal refutation.
silently, and no leaf broke under^ £ake his way, mile for
mile intolations of a beautiful world.
water and everything essential
to
Jim’s iconoclastic performance was! foot.
I dqubt not that I might have the unknown.
As long as there
Night has its rest and
reverie health s and happllDeSS
With our
pulled
With “a j! been
shadow, so
so sn
silently
did 1I are 0Pe:11 roads for us to
a s Day
^ and^ transportation
x______
i,u u cu off last Sunday.
ueen aa snaaow,
e n u y uiu
w tread;
"
j has its toil and reward. Theyj roads
facilities
couple of friends he went to the'creep along.
Nearby an owl whim- lung as we have Eternal Nature to form an immortal and lasting union! Iyearly improving nothing is required
Conlon ranch at Lolo for an after-1 ->ered as he sat eagle-eyed on hisj rely upon, there must be hope and
but making the facts known. Every
noon of fishing.
The party of ang- perch, seeing everything
with un- happiness.
No bitterness and strife y e s , I N D E E D ! H O U N D E D
BY sensible and appreciative visitor is
lers rode up and down the Lolo all holy eye-balls, wherever they were o£ commercialism can completely
WOLVES
IN M A I N E .
a valuable advertiser of our posses
afternoon, meeting disgruntled anglers turned.
Still on, and on,
I crept work destruction upon him who loves
________
sions.
W e hope that the sugges*
at every turn, and decided at last to over hill and into wood, and still I Nature, for the good that she exerts
The following veracious story is tions hastily given in these
few
go home without even trying their be called, and still I crept along, upon his better thoughts. The equal- prj‘nt“ d*7n” Monday’s 'issue
of the lines may call worthy consideration
luck.
Finally I lay on the sod, silent, and ity of mind, and matter; the well de- Kennebec Jaurnal£ 0f last week under at the coming meeting at the state
But fined sense of worship and adoration,
_
... . .
On the way baelc to the ranch I heard his voice near me.
a Greenville date:
capitol.
Jim saw a riffle which looked promis- where it was I did not know. I have and wholesomeness that must be
That wo]yes are frequenting the
“ Keep it ever before the people,'
ing and rode into the stream to try heard the bells diffusing melody upon found in every human being—these bjg wocds of Maine was reported is the motto of many of our
most
his luck.
The first cast was pro- the stillness of a night, but that things make us appreciate the g o o d L e gaturday afternoon by Felix successful business firms who adver
ductive.
Then the whole party |mysterious presence above me, with of living, closer and closer, to the, Nadeau a Canadian woodsman, who tise f liberally.
rode out into the water and started his superior ability at throwing his common mother of us all.
These arrlyed after a hard trip from SpenSlocum
fishing.
Whitefish were landed al- voice, fooled me, and I could
not nightly visitations, these voluntary cer>g lumber camp near the chesun_
most at every cast.
The only dif gain even a dark glimpse of him. pilgrimages to the home of silence— cook lake settlement. He was badly U N L A W F U L PO SSESSION O F D E E R
I lay there silent in these let us mingle our better
ficulty consisted in taking the fish He was gone!
frost bitten.
for
three
quarters
of an hour,
un being, and none shall say but that
off the hooks, rebaiting and keeping
Late Wednesday afternoon Game
Trial Justice Herman W. Holden
moving, but heard no more of him, such an life was well spent, though Warden Wood reached the Spencer
the horses quiet.
of Moose River has reported to the
in fact, I never saw him.
I have but little practical good came from camps on his regular route, carrying
State Department of Inland Fisher
After the party had fished for 15
minutes a small boy passed.
H e!never heard the voice of the sky’ U>
Let US kDOW ourselves> atand‘ a letter to Nadeau that his wife in ies and Game the prosecution
of
.
,
,
,
,, |lark—I have heard the California
■ mg upon the shores of that Ocean |Coaticook> Qlle.( was daa gerously ill Fred Delaire for the unlawful pos
was stopped and agreed to take the
. ..
mocking bird, the heaven-silvering Mght.
If there he immortality, let with appendicitis. Nadeau immedia- session of deer.
Mr. Delaire paid a
fish off the hooks, rebait the lines
b
.
c
abob-o-lmk, and the thrush, but above us then condescend to
understand tely started for, Moosehead lake and fine and costs amounting to $48.96.
for every fifth catch.
So there the
fishermen stayed, the horses endur it all rises that stray song I once, better the inside workings of the Greenville, the nearest point to a The complaint was entered by War
heard, from that one whippoorwill. It universe.
Under the stars of Night Canadlan Pacific train> to take him den Forrest Newton.
ing the chill of the water and the
haunts me like a ghost of the dead, we learn the bigness or the little- to the bedslde of his wife. He carsmall boy taking care of all the hard
Some ether-shape.
Some globe-phan- ness of our natures.
We are then rjed a hastily.prepared lunch and an
luck,
*
tasia.
A wavering film of pure, concentrated upon more
worthy, old.fasMoll^ 0D^ shot pfetoL
At the end of an hour, without hav white,
fluttering,
indestructible,; things.
Our frailties, our weaknes-!
Qn the journey he realized bG was
ing expended any more energy than through that utter immensity-a; ses, are given the revealing test; but bejng followed by some anitnal 0r
i
was necessary to throw the hook into sIimpSe - i t is gone!
(J. W. PICKNL,
also the pure strength in us m ust’ animalSj but paid little attention to
TAXIDERMIST
the water and to pull out the fish,
Night has forever its fair pageant- ™me to tbe surface, for our approv- the diseoyery.
Reaching a desert- Dealer in Sporting- Goods, Fishing Tackla.
the lazy anglers had caught 87 fine
rndian
Moceasins,
Baskets and Souvenirs.
VJ
ry of charm, and its unsolved myster-j aL
1 do not wonder but that
we pd caIlip be “ turned in,” but arose ffcANGELEY.
M A IN *
whitefish. Twelve casts had brought
ies—what with the free abandonment, can form liabits, for joy, or gloom .; in the night to replenish the fire
two fish each and at no time was the of tbe gerene> unsullied
heavens,! Surely» no one reading out of
Na-!
when he heard a whining and
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
party delayed by any backwardness; arclie(, majesMc abow, and the land! Jure'B Immortal, pageless book, can ^ 't c b l n g ou tside.” E xactin g “ to
They are made for
on the part ot the prey. ^H aving
,vll0le80Dle COOIneM, peaceful,y hat welcome betterment.
This eter-, fiml Nem0> the Spencer camp dog.
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
used up their small store of ambit stretching before us, claiming
Known the world over for excel- *
our ! ll1 comradeship, cf tree, and flower; , he opened the d o o r to be confronted
lence. Illustrated catalogue free. *'
ion, the Conlon party paid off the most respectable deliberation.
For the friendship of sky, and earth, j witb a shaggy hulk which leaped toboy, called the unsuccessful fisher what can indeed be deeper than the must yieId magnanimity
M. L. (i ETCH ELL CO.,
to the ward bim and came wRhin an ace of
Monmouth,
Main#
men to tlie riffle and went home.
mysteries of the Night!
Centuries: heart aud mind,
entering the camp.
Nadeau slam
of soundless sound are lost in that
Nor are the serene and peaceful med the door and clasped the catch.
FREE INFORMATION ON HOW TO
We feel nights alone those appealing.
We
Every Issue of Maine Woods Gar wide immensity of space.
The animal immediately set up a
DO TANNING—Send for our illus
in
its
utter
perfection
the
pulsehave
open
to
our
consideration
those
series of howls which made
the
ries a Fresh W h i f f of
the
P»ne
beats of eternity.
We listen with other specatacular nights, when the woodsman believe at least a half- trated circulars; on taxidermist work,
T re e State with it.
W h y Not Sub
eyes wide open, and we fairly see; storms lower over the earth In all dozen were outside. The animals, custom tar,*nrng and manufacturing of
scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All
'adzes’ furs, robes, ccwts, rugs, gloves
with our ears, so bathed in
tran-i their devastation.
I know of noth- which Nadeau at once suspected of
and mittens, from the trapper to wear
the Year.
quilitude is that profundity—vast, un-| ing so thrilling to the primitive In being hungry timber wolves, remainer. W. W. Weaver, Reading, Mieh.
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SPRING GOLF
TOURNAMENT
Pineliurst, N. C., Feb. 22, 1914.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
There is every indication
that
the tenth annual Spring Golf Tour
nament, scheduled for Mar. 2-7, will
maintain the world’s record from the
standpoint of entrance,
established
several years ago.
Ten sixteens are provided
for
with the possibility of two addition
al flights to provide for the over
flow, for the field bids fair to num
ber over two hundred and fifty.
This big midseason event precedes
the annual United North and South
Championship, March 21-April 4, and
which includes Men’s, Women's, an
open and an amateur professional
event.
March also includes the annual
Pinehurst tennis championship, Marc
$-14.
The following is a chapter in a
very interesting book,
entitled,
"Game Protection and Propagation in
America” by Henry Chase, and quite
recently published by J. B. Lippincott company.
PRESENT
TERM

M E A N IN G
GAME

OF

THE

P R O T E C T IO N .

At the present day in the United
States, the phrases “ game protec
tion” and “ conservation of wild life’
are synonymous terms and have a
distinct and well-understood mean
ing, which, in effect, amounts
to
this:
The enactment and enforce
ment of wholesome laws for the pur
pose of preserving all species of an
imals ferae nature—that is, all quad
rupeds, birds, and fish of a wild na
ture—which are of benefit to man
kind.
And it is confidently believed
that the researches of biologists have
now definitely proved beyond con
troversy that all ferae nature are of
value to man in one way or another.
The word “ game” has been judic
ially defined in many cases coming
before the courts of justice, and it
is interesting to note how its mean
ing has been broadened and made
more comprehensive from time to
time, as new discoveries of science
have proclaimed the necessity of in
cluding various species among the
valuable animals and birds
which
were formerly considered obnoxious
to man.
In early times the term
“game” was defined as referring on
ly to birds and beasts of a wild
nature obtained by hunting
and
fowling.
Later on, the courts said
game meant such birds and animals
as were fit for food of man.
Then
they next admitted that the term
might apply also to animals valuable
for their fur or otherwise, and final-

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILRJAD
T l « E TABLE
In Effect, December 15th, 1913.
STRONG
PASSENGER TR A IN S leave Strong1for FarmIniton, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M .; for Phillips
«t 12.31 P. M. and 6.47 P. M. and for Rangeley at
447 P. M. and for Kingfield and Bigelow at 5-50
PASSENGER TRAINS arrive at Strong from
Farmington at 12 31 P. M and 5.47 P. M .: from
at 6 23 A. M .; and from Rangeley and
at l 37 P. M .; and Bigelow and Kingfield
at 1.25 P. MMIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington
at 8.45 A. M.; and for Kingfield at 5.60 P. M.
MIXED TRAINS arrive at Strong from Phil
lips at 8.45 A. M .; from Kingneldat 2.10 P. M.
®ad from Farmington at 11.46 A. M.

Phillips
Phillips

PHILLIPS
PASSENGER T R A IN leaves
Phillips for
Farmington, at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M .; for
Rangeley at 6.15 P. M.
PASSENGER T R A IN arrives at Phillips from
Farmington at 12.63 P. M. and 6.10 P. M .;from
Rangeley at 12.20 P. M.
MIXED T R A IN leaves Phillips for Farmington at 7.30 A M and for Rangeley at 7.40 A. M.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at Phillips from Farm
ington at 2.16 P.M.and from Rnngeley at 3.00 P. M.

RANGELEY
PASSENGER

T R A IN

Farmington at 10.40 A.
Farmington at 8 00 P. M.

leaves Rangeley for
M .; and arrives from

MIXED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 10.15
A. M.; and leaves for Phillips at 10.55 A. M.

SALEM
PASSENGER T R A IN
at 12.50 P.
and Strong
MIXED TRAIN leaves
Farmington at 1.15 P.
Strong at 6 25 P. M.

Farmington
Far mne-ton

leaves for Strong
M .: *nd- arrives
at 2.28 P. M.
Salem for Strong
M s. and arrives

and
from
and
from

K IN G F IE L D
PASSENGER T R A IN leaves Kingfield for
Farmington at 12.40 P. M .; and arrives from
F-irminwton and Strong at 2.50 P. M ., and from
Bigelow at 4.50 P MMIXED T R A IN leaves Kingfield for Bigelow
•t 7.45 A M. and for Strong at 12.35 P. M
MrXED T R A IN arrives from Bigelow at 11.30
A. M. and from Strong at 6 50 P. M.

BIGELOW

-

MIXED TRAIN leaves Bigelow for Strong
and Farmington at 10.01 A . M .. and arrives from
Kingfield at 9 16 A . M.
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives from Farmington
and Strong at 3.43 P. M .;and leaves for Kingfield at 4.00 P. M.

F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

ly they were compelled by the for their self-interest, and then they
ward movement for the preservation must he given to understand that
of wild life to interpret the term these laws were enacted for the
TART on your fall hunt supplied with Peters Shells—the
as including fish, even meaning oys public good and not in the interest
ammunition that you can always depend on for shooting
ters, clams, and other sliell-flsli.
of any special class.
Thus enlight*
quality and results.
Thus, we now fully understand ened, public sentiment will exercise
what is meant by game in this its powerful influence in enforcing
It is not necessary to use high-priced ammunition to win success
country.
But when we speak of the laws.
at the traps or in tne field.
“ game protection” we should keep
And this brings us to what has
in mind that there are two distinct proved to be the fatal weakness in
and entirely different systems of our governmental system in
the
protection in vogue throughout the past, i. e., the lack of proper enforce
world.
The one is that already re ment of toe i-’ame laws, it ought not!
ferred to and may be styled the gov to be necessary to call attention to
“ STEEL WHERE STEEL BELONGS”
ernmental system—or that system of a matter which should appeal to or
compulsory restraints upon Individ dinary reason as an obvious fact, and
uals, whereby the supreme power in common sense should dictate that law !
the State or nation decrees that the are of uo value as such to accomplish
give real and complete satisfaction, but their cost is within the reach of
game shall not be
promiscuously anything without being enforced, yet,
all. Barton Lewis won the U. S. Amateur Championship at Dayton, O.,
slaughtered at will, but only under nevertheless, every experienced, prac
June 17, 1913, scoring 195 out of 200 with Peters “ Target” —medium
priced shell for Bulk Smokeless. Chas. A. Young won the Professional
suitable regulations, to the end that tical game protectionist in America1
Championship of the United States, scoring 197 out of 200 with Peters
it may be conserved in the interest realizes that the whole difficulty in|
“ High Gun” —medium priced-Shell for Dense Smokeless.
of all the people in common. This the past has been right at that point;
is the only system we recognize at in our theory.
Of what avail
are
Say PETERS when buying ammunition for your next tournament or hunt.
the present time in this country. It statutes unless properly enforced?
Sportsmen’s Handy Book, with 1913 Game Laws. FREE for the asking.
is the (only proper one for any coun Annually we witness clubs and rep
try wherein the people are recogniz resentatives of associations appear
ed as soverign, and to-day thousands ing before the various Legislatures
Branches:
NEW YORK
NEW ORLEANS
SAN FRANCISCO
of our leading citizens are laboring in the interest of game legislation.
for
unselfishly to make that system a These men work indefutigably
new laws and exert tlieir utmost ef
complete success.
Yet after such
The other is the private or indivi forts in that behalf.
dual system of protection, by which statutes are enacted how many indi
Interested persons employ the means viduals, clubs, or associations do we
W aterproof, Oil Tan/ Moccasins
the
at their command and within their find exerting themselves in
Tanned and manufactured by the
knowledge to conserve and Increase least toward securing the enforce
original JOHN PALM ER who
The truth is,
the game for their own private use ment of such laws?
for over thirty years has made
and benefit, without any consider too, that the enforcement of the
the
best moccasins in North
ation whatever for the welfare of mws is the prime necessity; it is a
America.
the general public in so doing. This prerequisite to the success of any
In complete assortment for immediat
latter scheme prevails largely
In governmental system of game pro
delivery.
Great Britain and on the continent tection, without which all other ef
of Europe, and is referred to more forts are foredoomed to utter fail
ure.
particularly in a later chapter.
It is idle, and begging the question,
In the mean time it may be well
Catalogue on request
to call attention to the fact
that to say that the remnants of game we
SOLE AG EN T FOR U .S.A .
history shows that the former theory now have cannot be both preserved
was anciently adopted in all Euro and increased by law, when the law
to
pean countries, but, by reason of in iias never had an opportunity
boston, m ass.
S T Y L E 4 0 1-2
difference upon the part of the gen prove its value by proper enforce
ment.
That
such
•
an
assertion
is
eral public, It proved ineffectual In
lias been repeatedly demon-^
„
J ., . „
.
.
_
conserving the game, and the other not .true
. .
. .
,
.
nevelty to most people and seemed ibis measure is a step.
Real prosystem finally supplanted It.
It ap f. IU.° . m c01“ ruuli ties wilere wise
be contrary to
American spirit tection will come through educating
pears that the people of those coun aws exi&t an are well
enforced.
personal liberty, and it was dif- our people to the value of the birds,
tries, like those of our own in re When we find that the game is be ficult to impress the majority as to that they may realize the part played
cent times, took little interest
in coming unusually scarce in a certain the reason and necessity for such by them and the other inhabitants of
preserving their game.
They con section, investigation almost invaria measures.
Therefore, the work of our forests and fields and streams
sidered air laws harsh and repressive bly discloses that the laws are un enforcement was both onerous and as economic factors in our everyday
to a degree, and bent their energies wise or else they have not been en-i disagreeable, especially in a com- life.
Unless backed by strong senA n d1munity where public sentiment was timent and effective public co-operamore in the direction of pursuing forced—generally the latter,
and destroying game than in pro by enforcement we do not mean! adverse to such laws; but for all tion, legislation will accomplish little,
tecting it, with the inevitable re sporadic attempts, but vigorous, con-j this it was and is a duty which some
in this connection we call attensult that, when the scarcity became tinuous, and consistent efforts to ob one must undertake unless we are; tion to another important
factor,
Nothing is
so appreciable as to excite alarm, tain their full benefits.
ready to concede that our
whole There will never be real game pro
the wealthy, aristocratic class took so conducive toward educating the theory of game protection is a fail- ^tection in America until the sportsthe matter in hand and began
to public as rigid enforcement of the ure.
Perverted public
sentiment men—either individually by personal
When citizens who violate
propagate and protect the wild life laws.
can be changed by education and effort, or collectively by the united
systematically on their great landed the statutes are brought to book for lined up on the side of the laws, action of associations—assist,
supestates for their own private recrea their offences, they are quite apt to , Education must be the handmaid of port, encourage, and co-operate with
give the matter some study and re
tion and enjoyment.
enforcement, however, and not as- the regularly chosen game
officers,
flection,
which, in the end, will con
Now, as surely as morning follows
sume to precede the latter, for in Nearly every State in the Union now
the night, that same change of sys vince them of the error of their! that event it may arrive too late— lias a thoroughly worked out system
tems will occur in these United ways.
only when all of the game is exter of game laws upon its statute books.
There is no way of testing the ef
States unless more active interest is
But are these laws enacted?
If
minated.
taken in our present governmental ficacy of a law save by its rigid,!
not, who is responsible?
The an
When
the
Congress
was
recently
system by the people at large. We continuous, and consistent enforce
If proper enforcement proves - discussing federal protection of mi- swer must be—the sportsmen of that
may see the forerunners now of this ment.
State.
In almost every community
private system in every State in it to be defective for its intended gratory birds, there was, at least, there can be found a man who will
purposes,
then
it
should
be
amended
one
member
of
the
House
of
Reprethe Union.
Immense tracts of wild
Otherwise, there is sentatives who appeared to thorough- accept the office of game warden and
land and shore marshes are being or repealed.
ly understand the value of educating i Put bis whole heart unselfishly into
secured annually by our
wealthy no means of securing accurate infor
the public on this subject. We re-' bis onerous work; laboring honestly
sportsmen, either individually or as mation on the subject, and tlie spec
fer to Mr. Linthicum, of Maryland, and diligently for the cause, facing
tacle
of
constantly
changing
game
sociated with others in clubs,
for
when
he said in his speech:
i the . dangers and vexations of his
game preserves, and the public is statutes at each recurring session of
We
should
begin
a
campaign
o
f
' most difficult task, arid doing his
awakening to the true significance tlie Legislature without a practical
education, teaching not only
the j wb°le duty by the law for
game
test
of
the
same
has
been
the
one
of this movement, we hope. But it
pleasure to be had from a closer Protection, whether he is properly
serious
evil
of
our
American
system
wiil not do to condemn these sports
or
It appears to he the acquaintance with our bird friends, compensated for such services
men, when we remain wholly indif in the past.
but
also
the
benefits
which
farmers
not
^
only
5ie
can
assured
that
prevailing
fashion
when
one
State
ferent to the cause back of this
derive from their presence. To m any be is backed, supported, and sustainmove.
We should first prevent the enacts an experimental game law
Assuming
cause and then the effect will not ter the other States to follow and do I it has never occurred that man is ed by the community.
likewise,
without
any
thought
for
the
j
the
only
living
creature
who
takes
that
laws
are
meaningless
without
enfollow.
As long as there is a fair
be
local
situation.
As
a
matter
of
life
for
sport
or
pleasure;
others
forcement,
assuredly
they
will
supply of game for all classes there
take
life,
but
when
they
do
so,
It
enforced
by
capable
and
honest
men,
will be no incentive for this indivi fact, however, it often happens that
dual system, but when the game cov what would be a wise and adequate is always for food or in self-defence—-[ if only such men have the moral
Legisla- support of their fellow-men.
That
ers and fishing pools become deplet measure in one State, to meet con-j never for pleasure alone.
ditions
which
there
prevail,
may
tion
alone
will
never
assure
that
support
is
to
be
expected
as
a
mated and exhausted the incentive Is
(Continued on page 7.)
prove utterly foolish and disastrous complete protection toward
which
very great.
in
another
section
where
tlie
condi
W e come now to the discussion
This
and examination of our governmental tions are wholly different.
T H E
system.
The question is, Can that principle lies at the very foundation
system be made a thorough-going suc of the Anglo-Saxon theory of local
cess?
In other words, Can a fair self-government and should be applied
supply of game for all be preserved to tlie enactment of game statutes
and maintained by means of wise as well as to other measures.
THE SPORTSMAN’ S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
The sponsors of these experimen
laws, well enforced?
With a sin
(Published weekly, Established 1874.)
gle qualification, we answer most tal laws are usually mere theorists Subscription S4. a year, S2. for 6 months: Sample copy free If yon mention Maine Woods
who
have
no
practical
knowledge
of
emphatically in the affirmative. The
Thi American Field collests news by its own staff representatives and
qualification consists in this:
Con the effects of such measures and are special rooorters, giving authoritive reports of leading events in the
unfamiliar
with
the
conditions
in
currently with the enforcement
of
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete witn inteiAll this esting articles and .contribution and open a wide field for discussion of all
wise laws, we must put forth such a their own communities.
campaign of education as to bring may be avoided by a careful exami subjects that interest sportsmen.
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting, Fish
the public sentiment over to
the nation of the results of strict en
and Fishing. Natural Xistorv. H inting. Kernel, Trap Shooting, Rifle. Revolver
and Pistol. Queries and Answers.
support of those laws.
The public forcement of statutes enacted to meet
SEND ONE DOLLVR FOR THREE MONTHS’ TRiAL SUBSCRIPTION•
must be solidly back of the move local conditions.
I f not more tha i satisfied with it the money w ill he refunded on request
Of
course,
it
is
plain
to
all
practi
ment.
The people must be taugltf
of
j
to appreciate the real value of our cal men why the enforcement
8 0 1 MASONIC TEMPLE, CH IC A G O .
wild life to themselves, individually game laws has been so lax in the
They were in the form of a
and collectively, in order to arouse past.
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Final plans made by the advisory palities, representing the government
spends his winters on the islands of to never say “ calf-rope," which in
the coast, but he has been known Western vernacular signifies defeat. committee at its meeting Saturday of Alberta, responded to the toast,
The latter also
to come here.
One was taken at It was but a few years until
ISSUED WEEKLY
she include a preliminary conference of "Our Country.”
Lisbon Falls some winters ago.
learned to love the sports for them that body in Augusta on Thursday endorsed the proposal of Mrs. ArTwo of the woodpeckers
remain selves.
In a recent letter
Mrs. evening, and the announcement that chur Murphy, (Janey Canuck) for
here for the winter, the downy, wliic I Camp thus mentions her love of out me great mass meeting will open the preservation of the Hudson’s
Phillips, Maine
at 10 o’ clock h riday morning to con- Bay fort buildings in Edmonton, alis the small one and the most com door life:
mon, and the hairy, which is larger,
The so the necessity of preserving the
L. B. BRACKETT,
“ I loved nature; I loved freedom; tinue all day and evening.
Business Manager and keeps more in the woods. Both
members
of
the
advisory
committee
records of the old timers of the
I loved a boy’s standard of honesty
will arrive in Augusta Thursday west.
have red patches on their heads.
and fidelity.
I learned the
real
The hairy is about nine inches long,
values; learned to dislike pretense; anernoon when the formal piogram Captain Harry Watts,* responding to
OUTING EDITION nearly as large as a robin, and the
will be completed for the big mass
f-oag|. “ the Tenderfoot,’ ’ made a
S pages ............................................ •• $1.00 per year
to read, and appreciate the charact
downy is about six inches, a little
meeting of the following day.
witty epigram in defining the term,
LOCAL EDITION
ers
that
I
would
meet—some
rough
smaller than an English
sparrow.
That the movement is supported
12 and 16 p a g e s ........... I ..................... $1.50 per year
“ He is what you were; he
and rugged, but lacking only polish oy prominent Maine men is evident said:
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub Woodpeckers have a peculiar up and
may
be
what you are."
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription down way of flying, which
distin to be diamonds of the first water. from the following endorsements:
Major W. A. Griesbacli, ex-mayor
75 cents extra.
To
this
environment
I
attribute
my
guishes them even when their colors
Cong. John A. Peters
of Edmonton, who was here
when
can not he seen distinctly.
The love of outdoors, and to an inherited
“ 1 regret that 1 cannot be present
Donald Ross and “ Jim” Gibbons came
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
flicker which is a large bird, thirt taste of the wild from my father, |personally in Maine to assist in the
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under
to Edmonton with a cayuse, a short
een inches long, has the characteris who was a hunter of big game in, project,” said Cong. John A. Peters.
the Act of March 3. 1879,
gun and some bedding between them,
Florida
in
his
youth.
tics of the other woodpeckers, but
‘it so happens that within a few
reflected that he had less than either
the pluniage is different. It is very; “ I love the outdoors because of months I have been called
upon
, , ,,
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
+
1
of them, as he had no money,
no
It makes me and my to address various gatherings
in,
’
Btate of Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp seldom that the flicker remains here its bigness.
.
, ,
, ,
, ,
clothes, no teeth and scarcely any
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county for the winter, although one
some troubles sink into insignificance. And other
states and have taken great
’
,
.
,
.
..
hair—this being his humorous waylocally.
times stays in Maine as far south nature carries a healing lotion in her pleasure
in advertising the great
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
,
,
„
.
r,rutny,
\
as
York
Counts’-.
The
flicker
is
an
capacious pill hag for every ailment, natural resources of Maine, which of saying that he is a native son
and game photographs from ts readers.
When ordering the address o
your paper ant eater.
The Arctic three toed if we would just wrest it from 1 believe are second to tliose cl n o ' ° '
WeBt- He sl,oke oI j he
changed, please give the old as well as new woodpecker comes to this
section ber. Oh, if women could only real-! other state In the union. A thorough ^
old timers ° “ ° ‘ e trad
address.
once in a great while.
This bird ize that it is the narrowness,
of
various “ <>
chase tor
and sma“
the organisation made up
is about 9 inches long and has a littleness of - their lives that
days whe“
str on*
keep oodles in the state with at“ least damB in
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black hack barred with white, and a them so frail and makes of them one well-paid officer whose sole friendships were made,
Other speakers were i hornas Lausquare yellow patch on his crown. so often nervous wrecks.
Life is business in life will be to work for
None has been seen here this winter so worth while if we make it so. It the benefit of the state along these der, chief of the fire department and
so far as is known.
offers us pleasures that make
our lines, would be well worth the ef- Rev. Dr. D. G. McQueen. The latter
Of the ten owls many migrate, but cheeks glow, our eyes bright, and fort and the money.
I know that 111 replying to the toast to “ the Old
Messrs. Weston Lewis of Gardiner
said that he had
been
and E. B. Winslow of Portland have a few remain through the winter.
our viewpoints normal. I am no less the associations of the kind that I am Timers,”
Of
the
fifteen
hawks,
eagles,
etc.,
connected
with
in
the
eastern
part
accorded
the
greatest
honor
that
it
been in Boston the
past week
a womanly woman because of my
The coopers hawk
of the state would be only too glad is possible for his church to bestow,
attendign a meeting of the Inter a few remain.
outdoor life—just more of a woman.
but he did not value it higher than
state Commerce commission from has been seen here twice this wint-1I am more sane, more healthy—more co co-operate.
the privilege of associating with the
I. L. Hammond of Upper Col
Obadiah Gardner
Washington to consult with represen er.
interested in everything and every-,
“ I am greatly pleased to learn of men who had blazed the trail for
tatives of Maine, New Plampshire and lege street found one in his chicken body.
What a heritage we can give the movement to bring about an or- the incoming multitudes. Their heads
coop
one
morning
this
winter,
and
Vermont on the Boston & Maine sit
our children if we live a
clean,
uation.
They are directors of the Prof. G. M. Chase of Frye street, active life in the open, living close ganized effort to advance the in- might he tinged with gray, but they
Maine Central railroad and are
at also found one in his chicken coop. to nature—learning much of God be terests of the State," said Obadiah were as young in heart and as foil
Gardner of Rockland a member of of hope and ambition, as many of
tending the conference as delegates It is thought that they were attract-1
cause we are learning of Him
un the International Joint commission those who were now coming into the
of Governor Haines in order to urge ed by the sparrows, and then found
changed and unbiased by some man’s and former United States Senator country.
their way into the chicken coops.
The old timers did not
the appointment of one of the trust
So I bear this message to from Maine.
A flock of wild geese were seen theory.
“ It is well conceived always get the credit that was com*
ees from this state.
Bank with old Moth and sorely needed.”
flying over the northern part of you my sister.
! inS to them.
er Nature.
She will give you a
Lewiston early in January.
“For
years
I
have
seen
the
need
The chief item on the menu was
Maine Woods is in receipt of copies
larger
dividend
than any other of a movement of the kind and in supplied by Dr. Roche, minister of
S. M. C.
of the following reports from the
known institution."—The Sportsmen’s my travels through the West I have the Interior, who gave permission to
State:
Maine School for Feeble
MRS. BESSIE SAXO N
CAMP,
A Review.
been impressed with the spirit of loy- kill one of the buffalo of a herd of
Minded, Maine Insurance
Report,
alty that everywhere prevails
in 1,000 at Wainwriglit, Alta. The asTE X A S HUNTRESS.
Report of Agricultural Commission
tliat section and in the past years sociation sent him a letter of thanks
DOG
JO
INS
W
O
L
V
E
S
ers, Department of Labor and Indus
has been so conspicuous by its ab- for his courtesy.
The good old Lone Star State con-j
try, Commission of Highways, Maine
sence
in Maine.
It certainly looks
________
School report, Water Storage Com tains within its vast area many fem-| Bisley, a large Airedale dog owned
to me as though when we come to
inine
devotees
of
healthful
out-door
Benjamin Lawton, chief game war
by W. H. Reber of Butte, Montana,
mission, Sea and Shore Fisheries,
appreciate the world of undeveloped
den of Alberta, has issued a notice
Register of the Executive
Depart sports . One deserving special men was killed while leading a pack of
wealth of our State, the future is
that the new game laws,
prohibit
Three
ment, Juvenile Institutions of Maine, j tion is Mrs. Bessie Saxon Camp, a wolves near Red Lodge.
bright with promise."
sister
of
Capt.
T.
E.
Saxon,
the
foxes between April 1 and October
wolves
were
shot
at
the
same
time.
Report of Adjutant General, Univer
Pres. Robert J. Aley
i |^
aiso that no one is permitted to
sity of Maine, Legislative Record, well-known western expert in rifle, The following story can be verified
“ The greatest need of Maine
as
Qr captur6 ap}r
g hom
revolver and trap shooting.
Mrs. in every detail and proves that Lon
and Laws of Maine.
elsewhere, is helpful co-operation, ante,ope before 0ctober , m 7> elk
Camp is devotedly fond of recrea don’s “ Call of the Wild* is not
said Pres. Aley of the University of
... , .
10.r
J
i or wapiti before November 15, 1915,
tion in field and forest, with shot altogether fiction.
A R E M A R K A B L E SOURCE
Maine.
“ The Develop Maine move,bison
.
.
,
or
or
buffalo
at
any
time,
Bisley
was
the
special
property
of
gun or sporting rifle, having been
ment will be a success if all organl- _ .
,
. , - .
Ducks and swans are protected beEdward W. H. Reber’s son, and was
Look to any quarter, and you will an ardent disciple under her elder
zations andindividuals are willing to .
T
.. „ - a__x„™,_„ .
,
a
x
tween
January
1
and
September
1,
She has kept on the Reber ranch. “ He was
not find quite the same quality and brother’s early tuition.
play concert parts.
The presistent and grou
partrldge| pheasant, ptarthe
best
hunter
I
have
ever
seen,”
quantity of reading-matter as in the literary ability, and has contributed
desire tor any organization or tadlgan and pralrie chlckep
from
said the young man.
“ I have been
vidual
to star as a soloist will pre-'
.
„ . . _ .. .
^
unique combination provided by The entertaining sketches—usually under
December
1
to
October
1
in
the
out
with
him
many
times
in
a
boat
vent success.
I believe that we are „
_
Youth’s Companion.
In provision a nom de plume—to the columns of
following year.
Not more than Id
on Rosebud lake.
The ducks would
toplay in unison and that . . .
„ ... „
..
. . , _ .
and purpose it is the ideal
home the Sportsmen’s Review. From a no sooner drop in the water than all ready
J
birds ofthis family can be taken in
friend
of
the
Saxon
family—one
who
the movement will give us a bigger
.
„
.
paper.
Live and wholesome fiction.
one day nor more than 100 in one
Bisley was out of the boat and after
and better Maine."
Articles of inspiration by men who knew Mrs. Camp from childhood—we them.
season, and English pheasants canLate last winter he disap
Rev. L. H. Hallock, D. D.
have achieved.
Information at hand have received the following brief yet peared.
not be taken at any time. HungerA few weeks prior to that
interesting
memoir
of
a
native
Texan
Rev. Leavitt H. Hallock D. D
that busy people want. Enough of
I ian partridge, however, which were
attractive he would go off in the woods, some Lewiston said,
I heartily commend __ , , . ,, ,
..
editorial comment, of science, and; huntress possessing an
^
’
.
*
protected during the entire
year
times
stayihg
away
whole
days.
personality
as
a
type
of
the
woman
the Develop Maine movement. I f .
, , „
,
, . , .
_ .
of events to keep one abreast ofj
.
,
formerly, may be shot during October
Then he vanished altogether.
I „ ,
people are not vigorously en- „ .
__,
...
the day.
Special Family Pages,; ly woman fond of the great health thought he had attacked a cougar „Maine
. , ‘ *
. ! and
November.
The penalties range
giving
out-of-doors:
listed
for
the
best
methods
of
de..
*rn
,
„
.
..
Boys’ Pages, Girls' Pages. The edit
, ,
,
,
.
i from $50 to $200 for each
offense,
and got the worst of it."
Mrs. Bessie Saxon Camp is a Tex
veloping and conserving her
re_
, ,
. .
orial page is unsurpassed by that
, x
,
,
&
.
... Farmers and homesteaders and memJohn Dunn had been troubled with
plenty of other people will .
. ,, . .
...
.. .
of any publication.
For 1914 there an—a Westerner, born in the days prowling wolves the last few months. .sources
A „
.
. . .
^ bers of their families or those living
be
at
the
front
to
exploit
her
for
.
..
c_.,
„
,
.
.
.
...
when
each
man
carried
the
law
in
will be eight fine serials, 250 shorter
.
..
, north of the 55th parallel of latitude
He saw the pack several times and
ends."
,,
.
^
stories, besides articles of travel and his pocket; and when to steal a told of a strange looking light brown their own selfish
,
.
in the province, are exempt from
Strong endorsements have
also
, . ..
.
.
horse meant the rope; and a small wolf that led the bunch.
information, and 1000 bits of fun.
,
_ ,,
|or permit, but others must not only
He be ,
from Harry C.Webber,
„ ..__
. .
.
.
little lieved that if he could get the lead been xreceived
A year of The Youth’s Companion thing like a killing required
„ x,
„ x,
, x
' have a license, but also a button,
of the BathMerchants asas it is to-day will make the finest investigation, if the man who did er the wolves would cease their dar secretary
...
, ^
^
, I which is given with the license,
sociation, and Cyrus C. Babb, chief
investment for your family, including the killing were a “square” and a ing attacks upon his stock.
engineer of the state water storage
“ straight dealer."
To call a man a
all ages.
At last Mr. Dunn had several cow commission.
BR O K E A L L R E C O R D S FOR
FISH
liar, meant to court death, and to boys started after the bunch. They
THE YOUTH’S COMPANION,
EGGS T A K E N D U R I N G J A N 
“ take” such an insult branded one a hunted most of the day, setting
144 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass.
UARY.
OLD T I M E R S ' A S S O C I A T I O N H A V E
coward.
The cowboys
frequently snares.
The pack was rounded up
B
A
N
Q
U
E
T
.
came into the town and “ painted it and four of the animals fell.
W I T H T H E W I N T E R BIRDS.
The
Washington, Feb. 19.—All previ
red”—shooting out the window lights, leader was the first one shot, as
Edmonton Old Timers’ Association
and riding their ponies into the sa Mr. Dunn was particularly anxious composed of men who came to the ous records in the number of fish
(Continued from page one.)
on to get him.
When Mr. Dunn reach present capital city of the province eggs taken for hatching purpose*
The meadow lark which is so loons and calling for a drink
familiar here in the summer does horseback at the bar.
In fact, I 'd the carcass he picked up, instead of Alberta prior to 1885, when it were broken during January by the
not intentionally remain here in remember one of my neighbor’s best of a wolf, an unusually large Aire was a trading post, entertained rep federal bureau of fisheries. One of
Lewiston in the winter, but he does friends who invariably, when intoxi dale dog.
It was Bisley, all right. resentatives of the King, the provin the Gloucester fishing fleet brought
not migrate farther south than he cated, would shoot this pioneer's hat A collar was still around his neck cial and civic government and scores in pollock from which were taken
has to.
One was seen this winter off his head (he always wore a white and the name of the owner on the r,f members at its annual banquet in more than 1,000,000,000 eggs. These
near College, and later he was found Stetson), then the next day present brass tag.
the Corona hotel, the night of Feb- will be propagated in the Gloucester
near the same place, dead.
When him with a new one.
As several weeks of the
These were
ruary 12, when yarns of the pioneer hatchery.
his mates migrated he had been left common occurrences, and yet
in D E V E L O P M A I N E M E E T IN G P L A N S territorial days were
“ swapped" pollock season still remain, officials
over in some way.
One was seen •.hose days men were men—a coward,
while the elaborate menu, including here expect to hear that many more
at Wells Beach in York
County,
The millions have been taken.
a thief, or a man who would betray xpect Fully 1,000 Prominent Pine buffalo meat, was discussed.
December 25.
T ree State Residents at Au 
waitresses were attired as squaws,
Of cod eggs at Woods Hole, Mass.,
a iriend was ostracized. Money made
The blue jay is a large bright blue
gusta on Friday.
the painted faces and ornamentations •a report received here to-day shows
no difference, for a man had
to
and white bird, with a crest.
He
adding a picturesque touch to the that so far this season 236,000,000
prove himself to be accepted.
measures about eleven and one-half
It is believed that fully 1,0#0 promi surroundings.
were secured, which exceeds
by
Into
such
a
community
Mrs.
Camp
inches, and is a fairly common bird.
Joseph H. Picard, president of the 25,000,000 the amount during
the
reared. nent Maine people will occupy seats
He often comes close to houses. The (nee Saxon) was born and
in Augusta City hall when the great association, presided as
chairman similar period last year.
one
Canada jay is seen in the deep weeds She had no sisters, but had
Develop Maine meeting is called to and toastmaster.
He was supported
brother,
who
taught
her
to
shoot,
of Maine, by lumbermen, but he
order in that city on Feb. 27, and by real pioneers, every one repres
and in fact taught her to love a boy’s
does not come near the oity.
an indication of the intense interest enting some phase of development in
Abundant health is assured when
The crow is occasionally seen here sport. First she tried to learn these aroused in the movement even in
the far western country.
Most of there is good blood In the veins.
be
in the winter, but Mr. Crow plans things to please her brother,
the remote communities of the stabe, them recalled Edmonton when it wae Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the medicine
to spend his winter at the seashore, I cause to pass muster the girl must was to be gathered from the hundreds
to make good blood.
Begin taking
the outpost of civilization.
where he can go clamming for his prove herself “ nervy."
If she cried, if letters of endorsement placed be
It is just what the system
His Honor G. H. V. Bulyea, lieut it now.
meals.
Several have been seen he would say: “ Aw, yur’rs just a fore a meeting of the advisory «omenant governor of Alberta, represent needs at this time axid will do yon
here this winter.
The raven, a little old girl, you’d better stay home mittee held Saturday in the Board
Sharpens the appetite,
ative of H. M. the King, and Hon. great good.
much larger bird than the crow with ma.”
So the girl was taught of Trade rooms at Portland.
Wilfrid Gariey, minister of naunici- ■steadies the nerves.
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GAIETY AT LAKE
SIDE VILLAGE

Mrs. H.,
Shirley Hoar good things was served by the cook,
Lucinda Lee,
Susie Stewart Mrs. Everett Hoar.
After dinner
One cent a word in advance.
No headline or
Deacon Smith,
Linwood Ellis the party proceeded to explore the
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order
solo, Miss Gifford.
The committee mountain, one part going to the
in
charge
were
Helen
Raymond, Mar top, the remainder watching
the
FOR SALE,
ion Quimby, Linwood Ellis.
Candy logging operations.
Snow shoeing
and pop corn were on sale.
Over ind roasting were also on the pro
FOR SALE —Village stand in Phillips
$14
was
realized
which
will
be
plac gram.
Ore of the amusing events
Upper Village. Inquire of J. Blaine
ed in the class treasury.
was the loss of a “ rubber” by the
Morrison.
The following party enjoyed a snow ministerial member of the party who
FOR
SALE— Beef by a side or
shoe trip to L. D. Nile’s and
back is offering a reward proportional to
quarter.
B- F. BealSaturday p. m.
The party was plan its^ size for the return of the missing
(Speciafl to Maine Woods.)
ned in honor of the birthday of Miss article.
Hot doughnuts and gener
Rangeley, Feb. 24.—Mr. and Mrs.
FOR SALE—The unusually staunch
Nadine Hoar, who was remembered ous chews cf spruce gum were serv
and able steam yacht, “ W a-W a” of Clarence L. Stansbury returned home
by a generous post card shower. On ed the party just before returning
about 22 H. P. The U. S. Government from Worcester, Tuesday night where
their return Mrs. J. Sherman Hoar home.
All
present extended a
inspection of 1911 showed her to be in they were called by the sudden death
served .hot cocoa and cookies at her hearty vote of thanks to the woods
first class condition. May be inspect of Mrs. Stansbury’s mother.
home and flinch was enjoyed for an men who gave Uiem such a royal
ed at Camp Bellevue, Upper Dam,
J. E. Peakes visited friends
in nour.
Those present were Nadine welcome.
The following members
Maine. Price will be reasonable to a Portland during the recent
school Hoar, Elizabeth Oakes, Bessie Hun-j and friends participated:
Mr. and
quick purchaser. Apply to Dr. Norton holiday, returning home Monday
toon, Pauline Rector, Everdene Rob Mrs. Eugene Soule, Mr. and Mrs.
Downs, Fordhooke Farm, Three Tunfe, night.
bins, Kathleen Stewart, Leater Nile, G. L. Kempton, Rev. and Mrs. H.
Pa. Or Archer A. Poor at camp.
Mr. aand 'Mrs. Geo. Esty
are Lillian •Spencer, Marian Bean, Lola A. Childs, Mrs. W. D. Quimby, Mrs.
FOR SAT.E—Edison Dictating -ma visiting their daughter, Mrs. George Wilbur, Mrs. J. Sherman Hoar. All Sylvader Hinkley, Mrs. F. B. Burns,
joined in wishing Miss Nadine many Miss Mabel Pease, Miss
Hannah
chine- In f-rst class cond.tion. In McGraves of Brunswick.
Pease, Mrs. Chas. M. Pease,
Miss
Saturday afternoon, Miss Beatrice more happy birthdays.
quire at Maine Woods office.
Ross,
Jones entertained the members of
P. L. Tracy returned home Monday |Beatrice Jones, Mrs. A. M.
FOR SALE— One of the best situat-' the Freshman class at her home on night after a two weeks’ visit In Miss Elizabeth Gifford, Mrs. Try
ed camps on the Richardson Lake, j Middle street . Each guest was re York, Me., and Laconia, N. H.
phena Neal, Mrs. Ernest Robbins.
Fully furnished, electric lights,
13 1 quired to make a booklet of pictures
Clarence Meade went along as of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
A.
Furbish
re
bedrooms, pool room, dining room,
taken from magazines representing turned Saturday from a weekls visit ficial photographer, while C. F. Hunsitting room, guides’ camps,
etc. I
toon, Hayden Huntoon and Norman
the life of some guest present, whose in Portland and Lewiston.
Suitable for Club House.
A ddress,
Huntoon
served as drivers.
name they had previously drawn and
Mrs. Cory is working for Mrs.
Mr. William J. Downing, Mason
The regular meeting of the literary
composing rhymes s suited to the Ernest Bennett.
Building, Kilby Street. Boston, Mass.
society was postponed to Tuesday.
pictures.
These were afterward car
Howard Herrick has returned from
Three distinct earthquake shocks
The table his trip to Boston.
FOR SALE— Six bedroom sets with ried away as souvenirs.
were felt here Saturday evening,
white iron beds and mattresses, a appointments were all appropriate to
Mrs. Tryphena Neal delightfully en
one being severe enough to rattle
refrigerator, chairs, telephone instru Washington’s Birthday, tiny hatchets; tertained a party of ladies
with
Russian tea! whist at her home Thursday after the dishes quite vigorously in some
ment and small household articles. being given as favors.
Darts of the town.
was served by Miss Jones, assisted noon.
Mrs. Chas. Miner, Phillips, Maine.
A delicious buffet lunch con
Master Rupert Huntoon, who was
by Miss Gifford.
All voted
Miss j sisting of saltines, olives, cake, Ice
Jones an ideal hostess and report a cream and coffee was served. The ill the latter part of the week is now
WANTED.
jolly good time.
following ladies enjoyed Mrs. Neal’s much better.
At the Grange Saturday night the
Loring
Haley
returned
Friday
from
hospitality: Mrs. F. B. Burns, Mrs.
WANTED—A few new milch cows
a weekTs visit in Boston.
James Mathieson, Mrs. W. F. Oakes, Valentine supper postponed from the
and calves.
A. S. Beedy, Phillips.
Mrs. Julia Morrison is visiting her Mrs. Frank Porter, Mrs. Josephine previous week was held. Each found
Marshall, Mrs. G. L. Kempton, Mrs. his partner by matching valentines.
daughters
at Stratton.
WANTED— Live coons.
E. S. Gif
Herrick, The supper consisted of beans, brown
Mrs. Frederick Barrows who has E. I. Herrick, Mrs. E. B.
ford, Auburn, Maine.
A
been the guest of her daughter Mrs. Mrs. C. W. Barrett, Mrs. Francis B. bread, salads, cake and coffee.
The
Ernest Bennett the past few weeks, Stewart, Mrs. W. E. Tibbetts, Mrs. goodly number were present.
BIDD Y B R E A K S H E R N E C K
returned to her home in Berlin, N. Eugene Soule, Miss Oliver, Mrs. Ad- committee in charge were Mrs. H.
B. McCard, Mrs. A. M. Hoar and
die Richardson, Mrs. Ira D. Hoar.
H., Friday.
Sunday morning at the church, Miss Winifred Hinkley.
James Doyle, a Bath lumberman,
L. D. Haley accompanied E.
I.
Mrs. Elizabeth Doak has so far re
services
appropriate to the day were
with two other woodsmen, was com Herrick on his trip to Georgia.
covered from her recent severe ill
held.
Rev.
H.
A.
Childs
drew
many
ing along a road from “ the landing”
Mrs. Ella J. Blanchard returned to
when they stopped to watch three Lewiston Thursday where she will helpful lessons from the character of ness as to be able to sit up a short
Music was furnished time each day.
partridges which were standing on be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Washington.
Dexter Lamb, ‘who has been on the
by ttie choral association.
At the
the limb of a nearby tree, making Berry.
dives head first into the deep snow.
The Senior class of the High school evening service O. R. Rowe gave a sick list the past few weeks is now
Evidently they were
engaged in held an entertainment and social at very interesting account of the Boys able to be out doors again.
feeding and took this method as the the Grange hall, Friday evening, pre Convention recently held at Lewis
Saturday night occurred the third
banquet given under the auspices of
easiest to get through the snow in the senting the following
program: ton.
Beans baked
The choral association will hold the Men’s League.
ground beneath. Two dove success Reading, Miss Bertha Russell; solo,
fully, but the third biddy in making Miss Susie Tibbetts; dialogue, “ The its next rehearsal Friday evening at in the ground and served in indivi
her dive, struck a stump, partially Rival Speakers,” Karl Oakes, Con the vestry at 7 $>’clock.
All mem dual bean pots, brown bread, pick
and thinly covered by the top snow, stantine Harnden; duet, Mss Susie bers are requested to be prompt.
les, doughnuts, cheese and coffee
and this bird lay as she struck. Tibbetts, Miss Elizabeth
A special table
Gifford;
E. B. Herrick and George Russell composed the menu.
Dodge and
his fellow lumbermen farce, The Misses Pringle’s
Leap were at Oquossoc Monday loading a was reserved for the Boy Scouts who
then went up to the stump
and Year.
Characters:
motor boat which is to be shipped after doing ample justice to the sup
per gave the scout yells in apprecia
picked up the partridge which was Miss Betsey Pringle, Helen Raymon to G. A. Hobart, N. Y .
dead, having broken her neck in her Miss Priscilla Pringle, Bertha Russell
The members of the literary club tion for the hospitality shown. The
were
dive.
They carried the dead hiddy Miss Barbara Pringle, Marjorie Oakes and a few invited guests enjoyed a supper committee in charge
with them to the camp and had it Mrs. D.,
Phyllis Robertson sleighride to Hinkley and Huntoon’s Lyman Kempton, J. A. Russell and
Waiters, Howard
cooked for their supper.
Mrs. W.,
Mildred Huntoon camps at Spotted Mountain Monday. Geo. W. Webster.
Mrs. G„
Stella Tibbetts Arrived at the camp a delicious din Herrick, Lester Magune, J. Sherman
After supper a business
Marion Quimby ner of meat, mashed potato, beans, Hoar.
AFTER B E T T E R F I S H I N G C O N D I  Mrs. L.,
E. I. Herrick,
Mrs. B.,
Susie Tibbetts bread, pie, cake, pudding and other meeting was held.
T IO N S FROM C A NAD A.
president being absent the meeting
was presided over by vice president
Gloucester, Mass., Feb. 25.— Better
Chas. S. Stuart.
Town
meeting
conditions for American fishermen in
topics were discussed relating to the
Canadian and Newfoundland waters
betterment of the town.
will be sought by a delegation
of
The members of Summit Rebekah
Gloucester fishing captains and busi
Lodge are preparing to
celebrate
ness men, headed by A. Piatt
An
Children’s Night March 3.
Minnie
drew, former assistant secretary of
Grant, Maggie Harris and Florence
the treasury, at a conference
with
Bridgham are in charge of the en
Sec’y Bryan at Washington Thurs
tertainment.
The Rebekahs are al
day.
The fishermen claim that the
so planning for a white ball to be
regulations governing licenses
and
held in the near future.
bait procuring in northern waters are
Thursday afternoon the children
burdensome.
The detailing of a rev
of
the sub-primary room, Miss Han
enue cutter to the fishing grounds to
nah Pease, teacher, entertained their
act as a hospital ship also will be
parents and friends with a Washing
before
suggested.
ton and Lincoln program.
Some of
one
all
the special features were the parade
consisting of George, Martha Washin
ton, Betsey Ross.
The soldiers, hat
plug.
chets, cherries, Colonial Dames and
natural leaf wrapper
workers.
Pictures illustrating the
life and home scenes of Washington
were shown by Kenneth Hinkley and
“Y o u a lw a ys get a fragrant, s/ou>-burning, cool smoke from
explained by Edward Morrison. The
Sickle, b eca u se you slice it off the plug as you u se it. Y ou get
children did fine in all of their exer
m o r e tob acco, because there’s no package to pay for. T h ere’s no
cises and reflected great credit on
tob a cco w a sted — and the last pipeful is as fresh and sw eet as the
their
teacher.
About 25 were pres
f ir s t . Sm oke Sickle today— all good dealers sell it.
ent.
Friday afternoon the children of
the primary room held exercises for
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
Washington and Lincoln.
A goodly
Offers room with hot ard
number of parents and friends enjoy
cold water for $1.00 per day
ed the following program which was
and up, which includes free
well given under the direction
of
use o f public si ( v ei laths.
the teacher, Miss Mable Pease:
Nothin
to Equal This in New Ei gland
Recitation, Greeting, Glenn Murphy;
reading, The Virginia Boy, Malcolm
Ruorns with priva e Paths
for $1.50 per day and up;
Cushman; recitation, Playing
at
suites o' two rooms and bath
Washington, Walter Bean; recita
for $4.00 p»r dav «*nd up
tion, 16 children, The Making of the
ABSOLUTELY FIR KfcFCCF
Flag, Glendon Wilbur, Millard Tib
Strictly a Tin ipeisn cc Hotel
betts, Ella Pillsbury, Wilford Hoar,
Send for Book'et
Hayden Tibbetts, Ruth Hatch, Wini
STORER F. CR*AFTS, Gr«. Manager
fred Morrison, Henry Pratt,
Don

C L A S S IF IE D

Sleigh Rides, Sncwthce Parties,
Whist, etc., Make Up the
Social Life.

Putting Tobacco in Tins is Like
“ Locking the Stable Door”

—“after the horse is gone.” Because when tobacco is
chopped into small pieces, much of the flavor evaporates
the tobacco goes into the tin.
There is only
way to keep the natural fra
grance and original flavor in tobacco until it reaches your
pipe—and that is the hard-pressed Sickle
And the
is a better protector than any tin,
tinfoil or waxed paper.

Commonwealth Hotel

Inc.

S lic e it as

3 O u n ces

you use

it
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Spencer, Methyl Huntoon, Florence
Fletcher, June El lie, Theodore Han
dy, Melissa Brooks, Olive Jonah and
Alberta Haley; song, There are Many
Eands, school; reading, Lincoln
at
School, Marguerite Pratt; recitation,
12 boys, Story of Abraham Lincoln’s
Life, Delbert Morrison, Walter Bean,
Clayton Arnburg, William
Burns,
Gaxton Brown, Felix Stewart, Wil
fred Guile, Owen Brackett, Jay Buckman, Don Spencer, Gerald Brackett
and Malcolm Cushman;
recitation,
February, William Burns; recitation,
A Boy Who Never Gave Up, Walter
Bean; acrostic, seven girls, George
Washington, Marion Stewart,
Ina
Toothaker, Nathalie Huntoon
and
Winifred Morrison; recitation, Like
Washington, Don Spencer, (spoken
with sword and gun); song, Wash
ington's Christmas Party,
school;
recitation, Our Pattern, Harry Pickel; recitation, seven boys,
Why
Can’t You and I, Harry Pickel, Fred
Colby, Malcolm Cushman,
George
Quimby, Glenn Murphy, Delbert Mor
rison and Glendon Wilbur; recitation,
Lincoln, Florence . Fletcher; recita
tion, A King, Hayden Tibbetts; Flag
Salute, school; recitation,
Little
February, Marion Stewart; recitation,
February 22nd, Marguerite
Pratt;
recitation, Washington, Eva Arnburg;
reading, Longfellow, Estella Harnden
illustrated story by Glenn Murphy
on the Life of Washington;
song,
America, school .
F IR E M A N

G EORGE F I S H E R
T A M E P IG EO N.

HAS

Fireman George Fisher at the fed
eral building, Augusta, is a great
lover of birds, and at present has
in ttie fireroom of the building a
pigeon which not long ago he res
cued from death by freezing.
He
took the bird into the fireroom and
after coaxing it hack to life fed it
carefully for a few days until it was
sufficiently recovered to be placed
on cracked corn diet, a supply of
which food he keeps constantly on
hand, together with a dish of water,
so that the bird can feed at any time
that it has the desire.
The pigeon
has become very tame and is ap
parently well satisfied with its pjtes*
ont quarters.
It finds a very com
fortable resting place on an Iron
pipe that runs across the fireroom.
Mr. Fisher also has another feath
ered pet in an English sparrow which
not established his headquarters in
comes to the fireroom daily after
something to eat.
This bird has
the room as has the pigeon,
hut
finds his way in by the chimney
flue, coming down between the walls
of the chimney and the smoke pipes
which it contains.
He comes every
day at aliout noontime, and never
fails on entering the room to glance
up at the pipe where the pigeon
roosts to see if that bird is there
before he flies down to the dish
containing the corn.
W I F E OF W E L L K N O W N V I S I T O R
TO T H E R A N G E L E Y S PAS
SES A W A Y .
r

Mrs. Henry Roelofs, wife of Hen
ry H. Roelofs, hat manufacturer of
Philadelphia, died Sunday, the 15th.
Mr. and Mrs. Roelofs have been com
ing to Indian Rock for 25 or
30
years and are well known through
out the Rangeley region, and the
camp now owned by Mr. Spotts was
built by them.
S. B. McCard has
always been their guide .

FO R
GUNS AND
F IS H -R O D S

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever rpade.
NYOIL has no equal.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use N Y O I L on everything
where a light oil is required. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion. Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles , cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial s.Les at io c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mas*.
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this was the first station construct

inlet and fiord in British Columbia. from our small launch, we only three
The grouse and quail and pheasants times exceeded two fish and only
We had
were excellent eating, so were some once did we exceed four.
cf the wildfowl until about October seven mascalonge on the line with
in about one hour and a half. After
State should assist the towns in this 20th.
est protection systems.
It is a wonderful experience to we had landed five, weighing forty
matter.
Regular wardens should be
At the annual meeting and banquet
“ These stations are built on moun
of the Portland Retail Merchants’ tains and hills which command a employed during the dry season who sit on one of those surf formed and a half pounds, and lost two, we
spits when a great wind is rising gave up, as we had caught more than
Association, held hebiuary 12 at the g00(j view of the surrounding coun- should have no other business.
“ During the past season the towns tremendous seas outside and watch we needed.
Falmouth hotel, Hon. Blaine
try.
If the top is covered with trees
Viles was one of the speakers, and a tower is built of sufficient height and territory outside the wild land the hosts of wildfowl streaming in
There is a land of promise yet fel
We have sat for hours low sportsmen.
j section, with a forested area of less Cor shelter.
Fire
gave a talk on the Forest
There is a rail
to give the watchman an unobstructthan one-lialf that of the former, suf under a steady stream of whistling road building northwards from Tor
Service.
! ed view.
A small camp is built
fered a loss at least five times as wings and only occasionally fired a onto, that within its length of about
Mr. Viles used to illustrate
inear the tower and furnished with
shot.
If widgeon came over,
or three hundred and fifty miles, pas
great."
description of the forest fire sex vice bedding, dishes, cooking
utensils,
brant, or bufflehead we tried to ses through or leads close to the
a model of one of the watch towexs, ptc
Both the camp arid tower are
and breeding
that are so useful in the service and connected by telephone with the out W H E R E S H A L L W E GO D U C K drop them into the calm water in greatest shooting
side the spit.
But mallards and grounds in Eastern America.
S H O O T IN G IN 1914.
All
which he set up for the purpose at side world, and it is here that the
bluebills, and often in their ranks the way up to Cochrane on
the
one end of the table where it could watchman is stationed during the
Since I last had the honor of writ redheads and canvas back too, for Temiskaming and Northern Ontario
be seen by all.
Mr. Viles said:
dry season.
He is supplied
with ing for Rod and Gun I have had the they alas!
will also eat of the lies a great game and fish country,
“ The wild land section of our a map of the surrounding country, an
great pleasure of visiting many of disintegrating salmon, passed over but it is from there on to James
forests, or that embraced in the alidade for determining direction and
Brant was our Bay that the huge, fiat, low, swampy
the most celebrated breeding and without a salute.
Maine forestry district, of about nine good field glasses.
He reports to shooting grounds of our wide Domin greatest glory.
They came over the lands are met.
Just the country
and one-half million acres, is under the chief warden at least once each
I spit at good speed, high up, wavering that on the far western
ion.
Therefore
the
question
I
put
Pacific
the direct supervision of the forest day and is in turn called by the
and rising and falling like a flock of Coast breeds the huge flocks
that
[commissioner, as far as protection chief warden at least once each day. as the title for this story of travel
and adventure is by no means an ! pigeons, and calling “ car-rup, car- annually migrate down the Coast
from fire is concerned.
The owners
“ Frequently two or more stations
one> for to tell the truthj after ; rup’’ in clearest tones. They never Here iu these muskegs and swamps
of this pi’operty attempted at first sight a fire and in one case
last six years of almost steady traveling, saw us among the piles of wreckage
Nature has established a preserve
to maintain a protective system in season at least five stations report
I do not know just where to go my and debris thrown up by old Ocean. which it would be well for Ontario
dependent of the State, but it was ed the same fire.
On sighting a
We used either number ones or a and Manitoba to conserve.
All afound that all owners would not sub fire the watchman calls the chief self . However I will tell you of all
!
twenty-two special.
It is a great long the Albany, the southern bord
the
best
places.
scribe voluntarily to its support, and warden of the district and also the
Stai'ting at the far western side of moment when these small swiftly fly er of Patricia, all inwards easterly
so they came to the Legislature of nearest deputy warden to the fire,
the continent the finest sport is to ing geese are within range, and if from the Moose river, all above the
1909 and asked that a special tax of
i It is essential that men get to the
be had where the rivers debouch in we are shooting at all well, we see, northern limits of the clay belt in
one and one-half mills be levied on
i fires at their inception.
to the tidal estuaries.
I got my the big bodies come hurtling down Thunder Bay, Algorua and Temiskam
these lands by the State for fire
I “ The watchmen are not allowed to
first sport in the big state of Wash and hear the resounding whack when ing Districts lies our heritage. Here
protection purposes, and that
the
leave their stations except by per
ington, at the entrance of the many they hit—mercifully quite dead—for breed most of all the wildfowl that
forest commissioner be authorized to
mission of the chief warden,
and
Coast
mouthed
Skagit into the salt water there are few wounded birds when migrate along the Atlantic
expend this fund, which amounts to
their duties are so important that a
and come down over the lakes and
|of Puget Sound.
Here the work was you use these heavy 22’s.
about seventy thousand dollars an
very strict oversight is kept over|
Still, after all the wild beauty of rivers of Southern Ontario.
Here
different from any we had met .
nually.
The commissioner is given
i the men.
the oceanside shooting, after the is the country to direct your duck
Cur
shooting
box,
a
rough
shack
wide latitude in the organization and
“ Supplementing the lookouts are
Luckily
we
administration of this great fire de
. ’; of Douglas fir, lay on the
flooded nerve racking wading and jumping shooting parties to.
the patrolmen who travel the tern„
, .
, , .
, ~
.
partment, and he is allowed to take
j flats of a dyke edged slough. Great of the birds in the sloughs, after have a government in Ontario that
tory where fires are the most likely ...
, , , .
, .
.
.
J
I tir posts had been driven in,
and the good flight shooting on prairie will not sell huge tracts of lands
such measures as he deems best to
to occur. These men go by foot and
^ .. . , , , ,
..
prevent and extinguish forest fires.
I huge earth banks had been thrown bottoms there is nothing like the for private preserves, so the general
up, to keep out the hungry
sea. old familiar scenes of Ontario and public will always have a chance
The area is divided into districts,
“ Supplies of fire fighting tools are
. . . . . . .
^ its wild rice and wild celery
fed to shoot the ever diminishing breeds
**
®
i
Through
the
flat
ran
many
a
deep
each under the immediate supervis
The old home marshes, the of wild fowl.
located at convenient places on the tork o( ^
Blough_ ana outslde the birds.
ion of a chief forest fire warden, and
wild lands and In some instances dyke_ t0 the east. ran one of the well known rivers and lakes are tru
this officer has charge of all work
Many are the excuses for this dy
ly a magnet but—pardon my asking
I camping outfits are maintained at
_
...
.. _ .
__
„
„ „
ten mouths of the Skagit River. Whe
in his particular territory.
The 1
ing
out of the webfooted ones. Look
you a question fellow duck hunters
central locations for crews of fire
,
. ,
,;
.
j a heavy wind was blowing on the
mountain lookout watchmen, patrol
at
the
sea lion skin on our shanty
j Sound it was most excellent sport WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN DOING door.
men and deputy wardens are his fighteis.
From time immemorial this
“ Our stations reported 303 fires . ..
,,
...
. . .
...
WITH THE LAWS?
subordinates.
I to lie on the sheltered side of the
great
fish-feeding
mammal has lived
When I left Ontario for the West
last season, and of these our regular j ,
, . ,,
. .
.,
’
dyke and watch the pintails and mal“ The backbone of this protective
in
the
waters
of
the
Pacific.
Yet
there was very fair duck shooting over
force extinguished the greater num-;. .
.
.
.
i lards streaming in.
The swaying,
system is the chain of mountain
decoys and in the wild rice beds. a man that annually caught hundreds
ber.
Only 50 spread over an acre
. ,
. . .,
,.
lookout stations. These now num
J
windswept birds would come for my
or more and required the assistance
.
,
.
. . . . .
. Then we did not dare to put out a of thousands of salmon in his com
ber 42.
Fifteen were added last
. . .
corner of the dyke in a fairly direct
hide in open water.
Then
the mercial undertakings said to me,
of extra men in extinguishing them.
T . . *
,.
.
season, and it is planned to build
.
! line.
Just before they got in shot
you
feeding flocks of bluebill, redhead “ Glad you got that big male,
“ Our laws require proper s p a rk ..
...
.. .
several the coming year. The first
. .
,
they would tower a bit and cross
and canvasbacks, widgeon and whist don’t know how many salmon a sea
arresters
on
engines,
prohibit
the
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
_.
.
.
station was built
on__Squaw
rnoun__ ___
____
______
.
overhead with a wavering
flight,
lion kills in a year."
Another man
tain in the Mooseliead lake country, 0JniP*11S of coa s m tie orest area
the jieavy So’easter.
One ler and bufflehead, fed on the wild I met, one that has been duck shoot
celery beds in the centre of nearly
before the State took over the work, al0D^ tlie
^ ay’ r®<lmre t 1® morniBg> when the flight was good,
every bay and often to within a few ing all his life annually kills every
screening or fastening down
of
and as far as I am able to learn
I lay watching a pair of mating hundred yards of the shore, for here hawk that he can, “ because they
windows in smoking compartments of
mallards that had gone overhead the celery grew most luxuriantly. I eat tlie ducks.”
There are not,
cars, and our railroads patrol act
without my usual salute.
They set Now I find hides everywhere in the however, more than two, or perhaps
allows the forest commissioner
to
their wings and alighted in one of open water within two hundred yards three, of the hawks, out of twelve
place patrols on the railroads, the
the sloughs between me and the of the shore.
This is according to to fifteen varieties, that ever kill a
expense of which is borne by the
I bunkhouse.
Splashing my
w ay1the letter of the law.
We
have duck, but all the others do kill the
roads.
! carefully-—by the way we all wear now good game wardens and wrong rats and mice and the various spar*
“ There is a growing spirit of co
! hipboots here and rumor has it that laws.
When I left the case was rows that are so fatal to wild ducks’ j
operation on the part of the rail
the natives are webfooted, for, for
eggs.
reversed.
roads and the danger from forest
three months in spring and three
In
Ontario,
with
rod
and
camera,
fires from this source is being great
Watch out for the Indians and the
months in fall all this country is a notebook and gun, we have proved
ly reduced.
The Maine Central is
settlers that steal the ducks’ eggs.
squeezy sloppy mess—I slowly crept the following:
now of its own accord burning oil
Keep the Spring season closed. Make
„
.
up to the deep slough where the
The Ontario fish have increased in preserves
on the Somerset and jQquossoc divisof the vast northern
_ . . mallards were.
“Whizz, flap, fla p!” numbers and decreased in size in
ions during the dry seasons.
This
. ... .
.
, . .
wastes.
Change the law so that
Up they got within a few feet of me the six years of my absence.
The HIDES CANNOT BE BUILT
IN
is being done at additional expense and_ « spiasll, 8plash,.. down they
black bass, especially are smaller. OPEN WATER and go north
and is the most approved of preven
for
went again at the “ tack, tack” of The more sluggish big mouth seems
tative measures.
to make the dainty
the right and left.
There is little to be averaging as large as ever, your annual duck shooting until you
“ This is a brief outline of the
cake or luscious pie
credit to be taken when birds flare especially as none hut the Indians locate the right place, and although
or the good, whole
protection afforded in the great wild
within ten feet of one.
Now began know how and where to fish for it there are -aot more than half as
some bread on which
land area.
The estimated loss in
many ducks in Ontario as
there
the family thrives.
some of the prettiest shooting I have at all times.
The mascalonge seems were six years ago, we may all have
this section last year was less than
Order William Tell
ever had.
All one had to do
was to have held its own in numbers,
Flour and baking day
$30,000, which is of course insignifi
a bit of sport in 1914.— Bonnycastle
“ squash, squash’ ’ along, ankle deep but it averages smaller.
will be a pleasure and
The law Dale in Rod and Gun.
cant when compared with the area
a triumph. Richest in
in rich slough muck, following the
compels us to return less than
a
of nine and one-lialf million acres
nutritive valu e too,
bending, turning course of the mud twenty-four inch fish, not a bad law
and goes farthest, be
protected.
1 believe that no state
dy five yard wide slough. Up, with that.
cause it is milled by
But if they succeed in get
Maine Woods Ads. Pay Best Be
has a better system or recieves bet
our special p r o c e s s
nerve racking noise and speed, cin-i ting such a law as the one advocat cause it Reaches the People
You
ter results .
from the finest Ohio
namon teal would flirt, the rufous ed—to fisb for the mascalonge only j W a n t for Customers.
T r y it.
Red Winter Wheat.
“ Outside . the wild-land area the
breasts shining in the mist sprinkled with rod and line and not
Your g r o c e r will
with
handling of forest fires is now in the
have it — just say —
air. Chestnut headed widgeon drakes hand line— they will automatically
hands of the selectmen, and I re
send me
(16)
would rise like great pigeons from cut off all the old settlers, the aver
gret to say that this is not satisfac
the ground right beneath one’s feet. age fisherman about these
lakes,
tory, and hope that the next Legisla
Many were the excellent holes I and leave it for the city men who!
ture will makefsome needed changes.
punctured the air with until I learn alone fish for these heavy fish with
The State should appropriate $25,ed to wait until they got to twen rod and line.
I wish these rod and
000 for State-wide aid, and the same
ty-five yards.
line
advocates
would
follow our daily
system extended to the towns now
There was spring shooting there, work here and try to combine many
in
force
in
the
wild
land
section.
H. M C K E N Z IE T R A D IN G
CO.
and I did not greatly blame them. another bit of outdoor work with
The towns need lookout stations and
Phillips, Me.
The wildfowl and ducks that lived trolling.
I have daily, for nearly
on the sea were uneatable at all all my life, watched the mascalonge
times of the year.
Think of sitting fishing in these Ontario lakes each
Catches by the neck or body in
stead of the feet, killing instantly
and letting the big wellfed bluebills summer; and I tell you that the
without injuring' the pelt. A hu
mane feature that is very com
stream past your gun on a bright average man comes back with one
W hat Y O U Need
mendable; B ESID ES IT S A V E S
October day without pulling a trig fish, or no fish as the result of the
E V E R Y FUR FOR T H E T R A P 
Perhaps YOU—like hundreds of
PER. The only trap ever con
ger.
What was the use?
All the average day’s work with a trolling
others—are all “ run down." Not
structed with a DOUBLE T R IP
sick enough to take to bed—nor
A ' 'I IO N , a bait trigger and a foot
ducks were eating ellgrass; it grows line.
No don't sit in comfortable
pv dal trip. An ideal trap for sav
miss work. But your appetite is
on the tideflats and is full of iodine. chairs around a committee table and
ing furs of mink, skunk, "c o o n ” ,
poor—your food doesn’t digest—
etc. There is no escape, the trap
Two weeks later mallard and blue- propose class laws, for if there is
your bowels fail to act freely
per gets every pelt.
n I I I C brings illustrated Guide
bill, merganser and even some buf- any fish harder to work for and to
U ! 1C giving the first time in
will tone you up so you feci like new.
fleheads were feeding on the tens of catch, with a rod and line trolling,
print the treasured secrets of the
Hath, Me.
wisest old trappers in this country.
thousands of bodies of decaying sal without a guide, than the mascolonge
“ We have used your ‘ L. F .’ Atwood’s
I t ’s worth dollars to you.
Medicine for the last ten vears for all
mon that crowd the rivers
every personally I do not know it and I
kinds of sickness, and we think it a great
family remedy. 1 know of others who
November and December for note have been obliged to catch mostly all
have used it and who regard it just as
highly, l’wo or three doses will tone a per
that all Pacific salmon (so called) of the different varieties of fish of
son right up, and make him feel like new.
die at about four years old after this continent for my Natural hist
[signed] F . B . L k w in
l’ ig bottle-—15 c—vour dealer’s.
their first and only spawning.
ory work.
Sample FREE. by mail—from us.
TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY Go.,
B os W ,
OAR PARR, ILL.
"L . F.” Medicine Co..
Portland, Me.
For the next few years my gun
In the trolling that we did last
woke the echoes in many a lonely summer, both from our canoes and

they need equipment for
fighting
ed in the United States. The sys
VILES ON
forest fires, and the suppression of
tem has since not only spread over
forest fires is so important to all
our
State, hut it has been adopted
FOREST SERVICE by practically
the people of the State that
the
all states having for
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“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine
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CAR TURING

A RACCOON ALIVE ing into tlie business of “ fur farm- the Federal commission of industrial
-----------|ing” on a small scale.
So the morn- relations last week.
The unemploy
One December day, alter a fall of ing 1 fouud him in the traps, I re ment problem is regarded at Wash
snow several nights before, I saw turued home and notified my kins- ington as a permanent one, and will
iny cousin and a trappei who lived Piaa to come and help secure
the be investigated by the Federal com
mission.
And this is the result of
in the neighborhood coming
along prize alive.
through a field and past our house,I This we did, but it required sever- less than a year under Democratic
legislation.—
trailing a skunk.
The skunk was al hours of hard work to bring it rule and Democratic
dead, but with one foot in a trap, about.
A long strap with a noose 'Belfast Republican Journal.

curred some fifteen years ago, when
I was a boy of sixteen years.
Our
farm was five miles lrem a small
city and situated in the Wisconsin
Hirer valley, in a Reality
where
Small game still
muds, but was
more plentiful then, and where the
farmers’ beys could l ave good sport
mink
ln winter, trapping raccoon,
muskrat and skur
older
The
hunters, with gooi aegs
secured
ecme foxes and w ves.
No more
^than seven years
;o a deer
was
■Been on this same farm in the timber on one of the bluffs.

it is at night.
But then his duties the columns of your paper to feed
at the hotel demanded that he should the wild birds with grain, crumbs
sleep during the hours of the night and suet while the snow lasts? Our
so he had to figure a way to catch: winter birds do splendid work for
the shark so that it would not inter- ! humanity all winter long by devourfere with his rest.
j ing larvae and eggs of noxious inAfter pondering on the matter for SGcds > and seeds of
troublesome
a few days between times when he weeds.
They do not mind the cold
was not attending to the wants of ^ well fed.
But the snow covers

try his plan
head, the
1 getting his l*ard tramped snow, or better on a
not tight enough to choke) and by <?nrpueu and one jail has closed its) paraphernalia together arranged the “ food-table”— a box or board cn a
this means he could be held firm ly floors.
Nullification of law came ltoe to catch the monstrous fish.
post set up out of reach of cats—
at a safe distance.
One of us le d , 'liga*
j Baiting
wild
Baiting a
a hook
hook with
with a
a whole
whole fish
fish, ls a kindness to suffering
Min by this pole, while the other
But, it is more
than
i large enough to furnish most families creatarGs.
held the end of the trap chain (for. Men who are opposed to free trade with a good meal, and attaching the lbtlb* ft is a public spirited act,
left tue
the trap on his
hindfoot). In!
will net suffer
be
vv0 leU
111s nincuooi;.
m wm
surfer their forces to
be|hcok to a chaiQ and the chain~to a reidounding to the welfare, o f mankind,
this way we dragged or carried him divided in the face of the enemy, j stout rope, Mr. Smith drew the line Tlie birds saved will repay a tliousas carefully as possible down the The movement to get together
Is 1through his bedroom window and se- and icdd in their work 011
garden,
side 0* the bluff and nearly a m ile, greater t tan party leaders or parties. curely ,tied the other eud of the line ‘ ;r': r’-'bery and orchard. Chaff from
pet
away to the place where tire
Lto his bedpost.
After this was done *"be barn iloor and scraps from the
coon was keptW e pub hihl in a THE SKUNKS, HIS USEFULNESS
jay dow71 to sleep and was soon )table are fine for ^ is work-,
WQ
.rang box and every attention was
AND OTHERWISE.
in the land of dreams.
j cf,n afford
bemp and sunflower
lv.cn him; but he remained sullen)
ft seemed but a few minutes after! seed are splendid.
But> let us each
ad would not touch much food, and
By F. L. Butler
be had crawled beneath the covers do something in the name of human.’ter about ten days or two weeks
Union City, Pa., Feb. 1914.
when he was awakened by his bed ity’ imtil bare Sr0UJld and warmer
acted as though he was going to die, j To the Editor of Maine Woods:
being suddenly jolted and springing weather relieve the strain.
so they killed liim.
| The skunk nt the present tlme|to U)e (Ioor he Kaw the bed
had
At no time would lie endure the has sprung into a new light ru the' moTe(] 0Ter t0 tbe window and the1 DIMENSIONS GIVEN FOR FUfc
* " » “ «• ul “ ** pet coon’ “ ‘ ougl.: KBbUc eye and according to all tadiwas talIt
something was erf
STRETCHERS.
tins was the latter part of January j cations he bids (air to be Protected j ^
pulUng wlth great force at
----- ------or cany in February that this coon the same as game birds and
song
^
of ThIch the hook T O atJ
Berwick, Me., Feb. 1914.

■W ell, my cousin and liis companion
hhch been tracking coons and had
followed one to a den in the rocks
on one of tlie bluffs.
They had set
morning
traps and returning thi
B
were surprised to flr^d a skunk in
stead of tlie coon they were looking
for.
A
was a long way
from " aS “ " “ T - » » d WB Were, aUlte “ ,S- Mr<i! '
1, T ' T \
t
tached.
.
To the Editor of Maine W ood.:
k.
amiointed that our plans for a coon ginators of tins new freak law. If i
,
.. ,
, , , __.
T
,.
,
,
where they lived and not fa r from 11
-u ui.il ou y
The Ingenious fisherman did not
I am sending a table of sizes and
j
u uuu iiul i.ir rrom
shattered.
it becomes a law only on certain
_
. , . . . r
our place they offered me the chance
, +f ^
„ . voinU the U3€fulnenss of the skunk have to stop
dress’ h® had
P ' r dt>n 1 claim that this 18 the best
We were careful and tried not to r
tb’ the userumenss ot the sKunK|
r1ntTlPS on
He hastily) yet nor do I claim that it is perto trap at the den, if I chose.
I
w e werecareuu auu “ ieu
" [ias b'een very forcibly pointed “ out Iwith his clothes
on’
Immediately set out with
several injure llim; bUt 1 belleVe 116 WaS t0° to the public hut there are a good slipped on his COat andawaking!
fect by auy means but 1 think many
strong traps and followed
their trailold to domeSticat^
and
haVmg luaay tl in^s ^ be tiken into conoid- some of the heIp ar° Und
h° tel trappers could get
a better grade
back to the den.
Here
I carefully roamed the WOOdS S° l0Ug .. £r6e; eration VizFirst if the skunk is and with tlie aidof S° me “ en
living Sheet if ^
WOUld USe tMsto baSO
set my traps at the entrance, fasten- COUld Uot endure the restrlctloIls ° f , lirotect’ed the year around’ where! near tbe Pass they tugged aDd PUl1' the SiZ6 ?f tbeir stretchers on’
ing them to a small oak
sapling, capUvlty\
_ ....... ..............
1will the fur dealers get their skunk; ed at ,the line‘
A£^ . _ aP
^
not satisfied with my old
I linve known of young coons bemore the gang, numbering about ten table of sizes so I figured out this
which I cut for the purpose. I went
skins.
The public must have furs
every other day to this den and after 1,,B kept in caPtivlty with SUCCBBS
wear.
Of course there are other men’
*° « r!,B the
: cue.
I made a muskrat board from
My
the new one, and it improved
the
a week had passed began to think “ nd makl“ s
.pets
furs on the market, but skunk furs on tbe beacbmistake then was in trying to save
mostly
w7nt‘
e
“d7th7"gene7a‘i
pubh
The
rope
was
securely
fastened
to
I
looks
and
value,
of
the
skin
a
good
Mr. Coon had settled down for his
tree and the men, keeping a safe deal over my old style; more than
alive the old one; the third one was
winter’s sleep, when one morning, auve Lllt} U1U
l'u°
T .7
lie has a right to have some v o ic e ;a
distance went down to the beach to i had an idea was possible.
I see
a small you.Bg coon, but I aid not
in this matter.
cn making the usual visit, I spied
! view the monster who was lashing now that niy old style
stretchers
one of the largest, fattest coon I had try
agaiu’
l , ,don’t ,mean . that . I ,,advocate the!J the
wv' "
J
, .' '. . , . '
We sometimes caught the raccoon
white saoid with hus tail and) were not just right, so you see one
ever seen.
I saw him when I was
ruthless slaughter of the skunk, fari snorting with fury at being dragged is never too old to learn.
still several hundred
bufuivi,
elow ,'111 a small stream that flowed at , the ifrom it, but I do advocate a closed)
uuuu.cu feet
iBvi
, . ^ . .. .
„
T
,, „
T, .. .
, . ,
„ . base of the bluff, by building a bar. _
1 from his habitat.
For another nouri p would like to see the opinion of
climbing tbe bluff, for he had pulled Dase OI
u 1
......... season on skunks, say, from Nov. 1, ____________M1
h.1M dftni . L ^ _
......... ............. .. ^
or
until
after
daylight,
the
huge
deni-;
other
trappers
or any of the readers
ricade on each side, leaving an open
to March 15.
This would give the
the sapling a few feet away and was
snaeo in the stream where the water
\ ‘
‘
'
__. zen of the deep wriggled and tossed regarding the proper sizes of fur
s
animals a chance to multiply and!
.
h,„ . . . .
.
„
„
„ ,
clear of the den.
You can perhaps space in
about in an effort to escape 'but his stretching boards.
Fur dealers
was only a few inches in depth and
the
fur
dealers,
and
the
public
at
imagine my Interest and pleasure at
I efforts were of no avail.
let’s have your ideas on the sub
there setting (under water) several
thi., capture, Just as I bad about "
^
^
wlthout 'any bait
atm,
Before the sun peeped above tb e !Ject.
’
,
furs,
and
through
the
summer
sea-;
.
,.
,
o
.
decided to pull up traps and quit
This is the method to
’
,
,! eastern horizon the shark was fast
Following is my idea and plan
whatever.
1 killed him with the stick I carried,|
V bell" “ wbere tbeir tracks “ “ tke skunks
huPt
tiring of his efforts and soon quieted for them:
but a hard and cruel task it waswas. ■can
t0‘7 Tbe. found along a
„ TO.
„ sstream.
tr e a m . ! b u gs
th e £armerWOUld als° down. B u t a short time after this For mink, small size, ZV2 inches
small
visit his hen coop and kill $5 or $6 he breathed his last and lay calmly j f0r -width of tail end; 2% width of
(I would advise carrying a light -W. C. S. in Fur News Magazine.
worth of hens.
.22 calibre rifle for such purposes).
on the beach in his last sleep.
shoulders; 7 inches for distance nose
I have known cases when a skunk
Vernon
Goodwin
tied
the
shark
to
shoulders, 27 inches total length,
I reset the traps; but did
not
FACTS FOR VOTERS
would kill from six to eight hens, with’a rope and with his motorboat Medium size, 4, 3 14 ; 8; 30; large
visit the traps so often after that,
and would also eat up the old sett- towed the monster around past Gulf- size, 4 y2; 3%; 9; 33. For muskrat,
going only about twice a week.
1 Southern Democrats in Congress
eggs and all.
port and Pinellas Point and brought small size, 5%; 4%; 6&; 19. MedI caught two more raccoons there took all the protection away from
Tfae sJcunk> like the weasel, alit to the fish house on the A. C. L ium size, 6; 5*4; 6%; 21.
Large
before I pulled up the traps,
The Maine potatoes.
Diseased foreign wayg kills more than he can eat, “ ^
hoisted by tlii size 6%- 5%- 714 • 23
For Fox
second one
one was
larger than
•econd
was larger
than tl
the first, potatoes, rushed into our market, im- but this
of no advantage to the 7 ^ 7 and placed it on a dray to small size, « 4 for width to tail
and an old merchant, who had bought mediately became a serious menace farmer for where skunks are thick
end; 5 for width of shoulders; 11
furs for years, afterward told
me and the national department of agri- they wiU dig so many holes
in a be hauled to Mr. Mitchell’s office.
inches for distance nose to should
that coon skin was one of the cuiture ordered a quarantine against meadow cf new or old seeding as
ers; 40 inches total length. Medium
R E L IC S FOR M A I N E M U S E U M
fcgest he had ever seen.
them.
Southern Democrats in Con- ^ render more actual danger
than
7; 5y2; 12; 43.
Large size,
We determined to save thislargest gress said it was a trick to get a- ^ke g00d they do in killing bugs, Curator James of the state museum size,
6%; for width of tail end; 5*4 for
one alive, as my cousin bad a female way from the effect of free
trade. etc
at Augusta has just received some width of shoulders; 7V2 inches dis
|pt coon and he had an idea of go- jqow they want to quarantine Maine
j agree with anyone that the skunk
additions to the collection which he tant nose to shoulders; 30 for total
---------------------- -------------------------------- potatoes.
It looks as though it was does some good, but the damage he considers of far more than ordinary length.
For medium size, 71/4; 8*4;
“ anything to punish the Maine doeg more than ’ offsets all the good value as they consist of curiosities 28.
For large size, 8; 6%;
9%;
farmer.”
j which he does.
A skunk in a sin different from any in the possession 26.
For otter, medium size, 7*4;
gle night will destroy a whole swarm of the state.
They are relics of a 5*4 12, and total length 60.
During
the
first
year
of
the
Demo-iof
keeg aQd sometimes more,
Yours,
FAMOUS
prehistoric age and were found and
cratic administration the farmer was
p iace a closed season on
the presented to the state by a former
H. E. Ford.
BACKWOODS
forced to take less for his potatoes,! skunks as I stated above and I think resident and physician of Augusta,
i less for his beef and less for his tll|g
guit most every one. There Dr. George H. Brickett, now engaged
PRESENT MEETING
OF T H E
FAIRY TALES
1pork, while the consumer paid 42.3 arQ ymes when all animals
and as ships surgeon on one of the steam
TERM GAME PROTECTION.
per cent more for potatoes, 8.8 Per birds are a curse to the farmer as ers of the United Fruit Co.
The'
cqjjjt more for steak, 8.2 per
cent
can’t get even a half crop of relics consist of idols and images
(Comtmufid from fwigp 3A
more for bacon and 6.3 per cent more cherries; and why, simply because found in Central America.
There ter of right from the sportsmen, for
Ed Grant, Beaver Poml Camps
for pork.
the robins eat nearly all of them, and are also some interesting pieces of they are the chief beneficiaries of
New readmit matter, interesting:.
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
sometimes they get the whole crop pottery in the collection. Two im- these measures.
Also, the work of
we expecled and the popular demur d was
The Society for the Improvement pieaSe step into the other fellows’ ages from Costa Rica are very rare enforcement must be absolutely di
W great fur a second edition that we published
»nenlarged and improved edition to be sold by
of the Condition of the Poor,
in si10es for a while and see if you specimens and like the other pieces vorced from politics. Sportsmen be
®*il vpistpaidl at ’ he low price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
New York city reports 331,000 men don’t say that I am right,
in the collection were secured by the long to all political parties and they
J . W. BRACKETT CO ,
i out of work.
In the whole of the
There
doctor personally.
One of the ima are united for this cause.
Phillips, Me.
State of Maine the census enumera
GOT A BIG BITE
ges represents the head of a baboon fore, they must instantly resent un
tors found but 742,000 soculs. That
the
and tbe other the head of a tiger, itedly any interference upon
is, in New York at the present time How They Do Their Fishing at the Another valuable idol was
secured part of party bosses, or the work
MAPS OF M AIN E
almost half as many men are out
Florida Winter Resorts.
No game officer can do
from the same section of country. will fail.
RESORTS A N D ROADS
of work as there are men, women
Seven rare old pieces of pottery his duty if compelled to discriminate
Maine Woods has frequen-t inquiries and children living In this state.
Mrs. Harkness, a Knox county lady were secured in Columbia,
South in favor of persons with political inWr maps of the fishing regions of the And New Ycrk is only one city. Re who is spending the winter in St. America.
The legs broken from an fluence.
If tenure of office is deetc. We can furnish the followports from the cities of the Middle Petersburg, Fla., sends a copy of especially large work of pottery are pendent on political favor the office
‘JJg maps:
Franklin County
9 .50 and Far West indicate worse condi the St. Petersburg Daily Times, con-; 0f remarkable design. A crude wea- of game warden will be a misnomer.
Somerset County
.50 tions.
The free trade bill is
re taining the
following remarkable p0n of prehistoric man is also con- This influence can be eliminated by
Afford County
.50
By an ingenious contrivance which; tained in the collection, this being the process of civil service for all
caiaquis County
.50 sponsible.
shark story:
I a stone chisel, which closely resemb- game officers.
Aroostook County
.50
Washington Cmin'y
.50
To sum up, then, true game pro
the
The people of Maine will never allowed him to sleep on the job andiles some of the tools used in
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
tection in America consists of wise
''^5 forgive Woodrow Wilson for turning yet be able to tell when he got a stone cutter’s trade.
^aological map of Maine
and wholesome laws, with rigid en
35 the Panama Canal over to the na-:bite, C. E. Smith, manager of t h
e
------------------------------map of Maine
Androscoggin County
.35 tions who, by unfair rates,
forcement of same, the aid of
a
FEED THE BIRDS
low) Johns Pass Hotel, baited a hook for
Cumberland County
.35 wages and discrimination have driv a shark and his ingenuity was
strong public sentiment, and such
re
JRncnck County
.50
In a letter to the Maine Woods, incidental benefits as can be obtain
shark
Kennebec County
.35 en the American flag from the seas. warded when he caught a
Knox County
.35
weighing 800 pounds, measuring 12 Mr. Winthrop Packard, Massachuset ed from individual efforts by way of
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
ts agent for the National Association eliminating secondary causes of de
“ Hundreds of thousands of men, feet in length.
Fenohscot County
,5a
of Andubon Societies, an organiza struction, such as keeping down the
The
presence
of
sharks
in
the
industrious
and
anxious
to
work,
are
Waldo County
.35
of
for production of certain species
Yf>rk County
' .35 either out of employment or without waters of the Gulf of St. Johns Pass tion founded and incorporated
assurance that their jobs will con caused the brain of Mr. Smith to the protection of wild birds and ani vermin, promiscuous house cats and
mongrel hunting dogs, bad forestry
He wanted to catch a shark mals, says:
tinue another week or another day, work.
Phillips,
May I not urge the public through methods, etc.
“ said Chairman Frank P. Walsh of and knew that the best time to do

J. W BRA-CKETT CO.,
Maine.

?
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Highway Association to Show Value
of Practical Maintenance on Road
to Atlanta, Ga.

ROADS PAY FOR THEMSELVES
ROAD IN RURAL COMMUNITIES
Ever Recurring Problem of Upkeep
Can, in Large Measure, Be Solved
by Use of Road Drag.

Department of Agriculture Collects
Data Showing Land Values In
crease W ii h Improvements.

In order to demonstrate the value of
The direct effect that changing bad
practical maintenance of highways, (By R. H. FLINT, University Farm. St. roads into good roads has upon land
the American Highway association,
Paul, Minn.)
value and the general economic wel
A te delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec toRangeley the central good roads organization of
Because of its cheapness the earth fare of a community is shown in sew
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for automo
the United States, has arranged, in co road is, and for many years to come eral concrete illustrations gathered by
biles being a distance of 122 miles each Way.
Lake Pailin and tne 12 out ponds in the operation with the federal office of
will continue to be, the most common the United States department of agri
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly public roads and road officials in Vir
form of road in use in rural communi culture. The department has just is
fishing the whole season The house and
ties. The ever recurring problem of sued a statement on the subject,
camps are new and have all modern conven ginia, North Carolina, South Carolina
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock and Georgia, for an ambitious main
upkeep on such roads can, in a large based upon a mass of information
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, moun tenance experiment on the road from
measure, be solved by the use of the gathered by the office of public roads,
tain climbing automobiling. etc.
Washington to Atlanta, Ga. Over 700 so-called split-log drag, which can be which is making a special study of the
miles of road are expected to be im constructed as shown in the accom economic effect of road improvement
Jackman, Maine
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor,
Write for booklet.
proved and kept in condition as a re panying picture by any one who has in the country. According to data
sult of the initiative of the American suitable material at hand. A log is
tices, a former governor, a former Highway association. The experiment not necessary, or perhaps not desir gathered, where good roads replace
bad ones, the values of farm lands
attorney general and one of the is on a larger scale than any main able, for its construction. Choose four bordering on the roads increase to
' RANGELEY, MAINE
tenance
experiment
ever
undertaken
state’s leading bankers are the six
pieces of plank of some strong wood, such an extent that the cost of road
such as elm or red fir, two inches improvement is equalized, If not ex
men named by Elmer P. Spofford of in this country.
The great maintenance object les thick and eight feet long. Two of ceeded. The geenral land values, as
the board of railroad commissioners
son road extends from the capital of them should be ten or twelve inches well as farm values, show marked ad
for the selection of one member for
the United States through a very his
F I S H I N G
the board of trustees to take over toric section of the country, passing in width, but the other two may be vances, following the improvement of
AT
narrower as shown in the picture, roads.
the Boston & Maine railroad when
famous points as Arlington, since they are simply bolted to the
Among the illustrations cited by ths
John (2arville*s Gamps it is divorced from the New York, j such
Mount Vernon, the battlefield of Bull backs of the wider planks for rein
department are the following:
at S p rin g L ake
Run,
Chancellorsburg,
en
route
to
New Haven & Hartford.
forcement. If planks three and a half
In Lee county, Virginia, a farmer
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
It is given out at the railroad Richmond, thence extending south- or four inches thick can conveniently owned 100 acres between Ben Hur
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
be obtained, a single thickness of and Jonesville, which he offered to
this,
purest of spring water and ihe table is first-class, commissioners’ department in
them should be used, instead of build sell for $1,800. In 1908 this road was
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen city that at a conference in Boston
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
ing up as shown in the cut. In any improved, and although the farmer
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake with the representatives of the de
case, the drag can be put together fought the improvement, he has since
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
railroad i
Btreams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. partment of justice the
refused $3,000 for his farm. Along
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family commissioners submitted the
names
summer resort. Telephone communications with
this same road a tract of 188 acres
Aillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms of the following gentlemen
from,
was supposed to have been sold for
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
which selection might be made:
JOHN CAR VILLE, Flagstaff. Me.
$6,000.
The purchaser refused the
contract, however, and the owner
Hon. Lucilius A. Emery of Ells- \
threatened to sue him.
After the
SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS.
In the worth, former chief justice of
the,
Rangeley Region. Booklet.
road improvement, and without any
Hemon S. Blackwell, Dallas, Maine
Maine supreme court.
improvement upon the land, the same
Hon. Charles Sumner Cook of
farm was sold to the original pur
JIM POND G A M P S
Portland, president of the Fidelity
chaser for $9,000.
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
.
Trust Co.
In Jackson county, Alabama, the
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
people voted a bond issue of $250,000
Hon.
William
T.
Cobb
of
Rockland,
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
for road improvement and Improved
former governor of Maine.
for booklet.
24 per cent, of the roads. The cen
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Hon. William P. Whitehouse of
sus of 1900 gives the value of all farm
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me. Augusta, former chief justice of the
lands In Jackson cotinty at $5.90 per
Maine supreme court.
acre. The selling value at that time
Road Drag.
was from $6 to $15 per acre. The cen
Hon. Prederick A. Powers of Houlwith round poles wedged into auger sus of 1910 places the value of all
ton, former associate justice of the
holes as shown, or the crosspieces farm lands in Jackson county at $9.79
Supreme court of Maine.
may be set in with mortise and tenon per acre, and the selling price Is now
CASTNER,
Hon. Hannibal E. Hamlin of Ells
joints and kept tight by long bolts $15 to $25 per acre. Actual figures of
worth .
Concrete Culvert in Virginia on a reaching through the front and back increased value following road im
planks.
provement' are shown.
Stretch of Macadam Road.
A -piece of iron about three and
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
As the roads in no way affect soil
ward through the capitals of North one-half feet long, three or four inches fertility or quality of the farm, ad
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
LIM IT FOR TIRES AND LOADS and South Carolina, and terminating wide and one-fourth of an inch thick vances are due essentially to the de
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
should be used for a blade. By crease in the cost of hauling produce
and poultry from our own farm, enabl Chairman Diehl of National Roads at Atlanta.
The American Highway association means of bolts with flat, counter-sunk to market or shipping points. Farms
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
Board, Favors Highway Conven
will enlist the support of the counties heads, this blade should be attached are now regarded as plants for the
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
tion of State Commissioners.
and districts traversed by the road, to the front plank in such a manner business of farming, and any reduc
American plan. Send for circular.
and, wherever possible, induce the lo that its edge will project a half-inch tion In their profits through unneces
A meeting of leading state highway cal authorities to place the road under below the plank at the ditch end, sarily heavy costs for hauling on bad
commissioners and the manufacturers the supervision of government en
Camps at Long of horse-drawn wagons and motor- gineers who will be detailed from the while the end of the iron toward the roads naturally reduces their capitalis
Pond.
Ma n y driven trucks, is the suggestion of office of public roads for that pur middle of the road should be flush ation into values. With reduced costs
with the edge of the plank. If the
out-lying ponds, Chairman George C. Diehl of the A. pose under the co-operative arrange face of the plank stands plumb It will for hauling profits are increased, with
the result that the farm plant shows
A. A. National Good Roads board, to ment.
S. C. HARDEN,
Write
be well to wedge out the bottom of the satisfactory earnings on a higher cap
consider
legislation
governing
the
Probably
75
per
cent,
of
the
total
Rangeley, Maine
Iron with a wedge-shaped piece of ital value.
width of tires and the weight of mileage has already been improved by wood to give the iron a set similar to
The automobile, also, has begun to
loads.
a surfacing of stone, gravel or a mix that of a plane bit.
be an important factor in increasing
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
“
Many
states
have
enacted
laws
to
ture
of
sand
and
clay.
The
object
of
AN D LOG CAMPS.
A platform of inch boards cleated rural values- wjhere good roads are in
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region. regulate the width of tires, but there
the maintenance scheme is to prevent together, with cracks an Inch wide
troduced.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
has not been strict enforcement of the improved portions of the road from between the boards to prevent dirt
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
Immigration is particularly marked
these regulations,” says Chairman deteriorating from lack of suitable from collecting on top, Is placed on
Diehl. “ Narrow tires, especially dur care, and to make the unimproved the cross-pieces of the drag to furnish where road conditions are favorable;
DEAD RIVER REGION
in fact, the figures of the department
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every ing the wet season, form ruts in im portions as comfortable for travel as a platform for the driver. This plat
seem to indicate that good roads indi
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca proved roads, and in many instances possible with the money available. form should rest upon the cross rectly increase the demand for rural
With
the
co-operation
of
all
different
where
the
roads
are
weak,
break
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
pieces between the planks without be property; and the price of farm land,
communities, however, it is hoped ing fastened to the drag,
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. through the surface, causing rapid de
It is not ujje that 0f any commodity, is ruled
that concerted work will be under shown in the Illustration.
struction of the highway.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
by the relation between demand and
taken
on
the
entire
stretch
of
high
“ One great difficulty in enforcing
Any chain having the strength of a
wide-tire ordinances with horse-drawn way, resulting in a continuous main trace chain may be used to draw the supply.
OUANANICHE LODGE.
vehicles has been that while less trac tenance object lesson that will be a drag and should be attached as shown
Grand Lake Stream. Washington Co.. Me.
World wide'known for its famous fishing, tion is required with wide tires, on stimulus to maintenance throughout
Abuse of Roads.
in the picture, but the proper posi
vacation and hunting country.
slippery ,clay or hilly roads, it is very the country. The American Highway tion for attaching the doubletrees
Using the roadside for a "public
N orw ay Pines House and Camps, Dobsis Lake
Most att; active S’tuation in Maine. Good
difficult in wet weather to manage a association has undertaken to raise must be determined by experiment dump” and filling the side ditches with
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
the money for the traveling expenses
machines. From there one can take steamer to horse-drawn vehicle with wide tires,
and will vary with the kind of work waste material doesn’t help appear
any part of the laxe territory. The best hunt
owing to its tendency to skid and of the engineers who will supervise done The chain should be about nine ances any, nor does It help to solve
ing, fishing and vacation section of beautifu
the work.
slide into the ditches.
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G.
feet long for a drag of the size showrn the drainage problem In the mainte
Leonard Tufts is chairman of the
R O SE Manager, Princeton, Me.. Dec. 1st to
“Equal, if not greater damage, can
in
the cut and should have the eye nance of roads.
April 1st.
be done to the highway with tires of committee designated by the associa for the clevis put in about three feet
insufficient width on motor trucks. tion to have charge of the campaign, from the end. The chain attaches by
Takes Out W rinkles.
R A N G E LE Y L A K E S
There is no state where wide-tire ordi and has already arranged to place means of an eyebolt, as shown in the
Camp Bemts, The Birches. The Barker. W rite
If you are riding in a swiftly moving
for free circular.
nances are drawn which relate to both 110 miles under government engi picture, to the ditch or blade end of vehicle, like an automobile, you can
CAPT. F. C. B A R K E R . Bemis. Maine.
horse-drawn and motor-driven ve neers. It is expected that all coun the drag. The other end of the chain easily tell whether the road has been
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
hicles, or where a scientific attempt ties traversed by the road will cheer should finish with a grabhook for use dragged or not. Dragging take* out
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly has been made to prepare such ordi fully enter into the arrangement, as
In adjusting the length of the hitch all the "wrinkles.”
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
nances or where a strict enforcement it is a long step toward a continuous after the chain is passed around the
House always open. JOHN CH AD W ICK & CO.,
stretch of road that will benefit the
Upper Dam, Maine.
k
is had.
cross-piece at the road end of the
entire seaboard.
“
It
is
also
entirely
practicable
and
M aine W ood# W ill Keep You In
drag.
PELGR ADE LA K E S. M AIN E.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New reasonable that the weight of loads
Commonly
the
drag
should
follow
form
ed on A ll Preposed New Fish
Better Roads.
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, should be limited, as
the bridges,
the team at an angle of about fortybest trout fishing in Maine.
Good
roads
not
only
cheapens
the
and
Game Laws of th e State. Sub
which
form
an
integral
part
of
the
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
five degrees with their line of travel,
highway, are not, in a great major- cost of transporting farm produce to to cause the dirt to move steadily and scribe Now and Keep Posted.
R A N G E LE Y L AK ES.
ity of cases, sufficiently strong to market but makes the country a de freely along the faces of the planks
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot carry weights which are
becoming <sirable place to live in.
of Bald Mountain in a good fishing section.
We hear much talk about federal from the ditch toward the center of
Steamboat accommodations O. K . Telephone more and more excessive.”
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write
aid for good roads, yet if we wait for the road. In every case the angle at
for free circulars to
this movement to crystallize into a which the drag will travel can be gov
Autos In New York.
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’r..
erned by the position of the hitch,
Bald Mountain.
Maine
The total mileage made by automo reality the people of the country will which is changed within reasonable
be
riding
in
mud
for
some
time
to
biles on New York state roads in a
CHASE POWD CAMPS. Now is the
come. The thing to do is to take off limits by lengthening or shortening
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why year is estimated at 400,000,000 miles. coats and buckle into a plan for local the chain, and by the position of the
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
road improvement. Be a booster for driver on the drag. A very little ex
Means Better Highways.
Camps reached same day from Boston.
perience will enable anyone to adjust
Maine W oods conducts a first*
Use the King road drag after every the grading of roads and follow up the these things satisfactorily.
Good trout fishing, mouutain climbing,
work
with
the
King
road
drag
for
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins. hard rain. Persistence in the use of
class Job Department.
It is well
maintenance.
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
this device means better highway*.
To Clean Plumage.
GUY CHADOURNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine
The principle of all good roads in
The plumage of a white fowl can equipped with modern type and
all states is the same, viz., keeping the
Auto and Good Roads.
water out and off of the roadbeds. be cleaned of stain by washing with machinery, and is in charge of
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
The auto has come to stay and there Ditch, drain and drag the roads. This a clean white or transparent soap that
On Ringeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile is no use fighting against it or trying is the tripod of good road building.
is free from much alkali. Make a experienced men.
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House to penalize the owners for destroying
strong lather and use your hand feath
July 1 to Oot.
country roads. There is no doubt that
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
No matter what you need in
ers downward, from the head to the
Of Value to Country.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
an auto will wear out a dirt road
Good roads may not be the whole tail.
Raugeley, Maine.
the way of Job Printing, you
quicker than a team carrying 3,000 solution for prosperity and happiness
pounds, and while the latter are pe of country life, but they are a part of
send it to
Poultry Roup.
T H E M E N S U G G E S T E D FOR BOS nalized in some states, all efforts to it, and a very necessary and important
The most certain way of identifying
give the same medicine to the owners part of it
TON & M A IN E T R U S T E E S .
of autos have failed. The only remedy
poultry roup is a characteristic sick
ening odor.
is to build roads that will stand the
Good Road Advocates.
It is gratifying to observe that
AUGUSTA, ME., Feb. 25.—Three wear and tear of heavy wagons, autos
and anything else and then take the every owner of an automobile Imme
E arly Vegetables.
men from the supreme bench, two
penalty off everything.
Every farm should have a hotbed
diately
becomes
an
advocate
of
good
of them who have been chief jusfor early vegetables.
roads.
Lake Parlin House and Camps

YORK C A M P S ,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

W EST END
HOTEL

H. M.
Portland,

Prop’r.
Maine

FISHING

JOB PRINTING

MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

